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ABSTRACT 

The experimentally observed trends in the total-dose gain-degradation 

response of modern, BiCMOS compatible bipolar transistors are presented. A 

model for the post-irradiation excess base current is described. The model is 

used to separately identify the effects of the net radiation-induced oxide 

charges and surface recombination centers. Hardness assurance testing 

recommendations are made based on the observed experimental trends. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Bipolar junction transistors are paramount to the microelectronics 

industry, especially for high speed and large current-drive applications. 

Consequently, bipolar transistors are the primary devices in many analog 

applications. In addition, it has recently become possible to integrate bipolar 

devices on the same wafers as CMOS devices [1]. This BiCMOS technology 

combines the best performance advantages of both CMOS and bipolar devices. 

BiCMOS devices are currently being used in many space and military 

applications where they may be exposed to ionizing radiation. The effects of 

ionizing radiation on CMOS devices have been extensively studied, and 

successful hardening techniques are currently being employed to improve 

CMOS device resistance to ionizing radiation [2]. As a result, the CMOS 

devices in a BiCMOS system may be at least as resistant to ionizing-radiation

induced damage as their bipolar counterparts. 

Although the ionizing-radiation response of older bipolar technologies 

has been extensively studied [3], and successful hardening techniques have 

been employed to improve their resistance to radiation-induced degradation [4], 

------------
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the processing technologies and device designs of the BiCMOS-compatible 

bipolar transistors are sufficiently different to warrant new investigations of 

hardening techniques for these newer technologies. 

The first step in developing hardening techniques for modern, BiCMOS

compatible, bipolar transistors is to understand the total-dose response of these 

devices. This work is an investigation of the ionizing-radiation-induced 

current-gain degradation of modern bipolar transistors. Chapter one reviews 

the understanding of ionizing-radiation effects on older bipolar transistors and 

discusses the new technologies involved in BiCMOS devices. Chapter two 

discusses the design and fabrication details of the devices studied in this work 

and briefly outlines the experiments that were performed. The experimental 

results are presented in chapter three. Chapter four discusses a model for the 

base current degradation that allows separate identification of the effects of 

the radiation-induced oxide charges and surface recombination centers. 

Chapter five concludes with a discussion of hardness assurance and testing 

recommendations for modern bipolar transistors. 

1.2 DEGRADATION MECHANISMS 

Traditionally, in integrated circuit technologies, bipolar transistors have 

been fabricated in a planar, junction-isolated, double-diffused process similar 

------- ----------- ----- ---------
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to the one represented in Fig. 1.1 [5]. The portions of the emitter (E), base (B), 

and collector (C) which lie directly under the emitter contact comprise the 

active region of the device. Ideally, the forward-biased base current consists 

primarily of the holes injected vertically from the base into the emitter. In 

addition, in the absence of any recombination in the active base region, the 

collector current consists primarily of the electrons injected from the emitter 

into the base. The ratio of the collector current to the base current is the ideal 

dc current gain, which depends on the base width, and the base and emitter 

doping concentrations near the active, base-emitter junction. 

However, there are other current components present in the device, 

many of which can be enhanced by ionizing radiation, and thus degrade the 

E B c 

p 

n+ Buried 

p Substra.te Key: 

Fig. 1.1. Typical, integrated NPN bipolar transistor. 
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performance of the device. For example, the base current also consists of (1) 

laterally injected currents, (2) a bulk recombination current component, (3) 

depletion -region recombination-generation current components, and (4) surface 

current components. These currents are usually small and negligible in 

analyzing the device performance. Nevertheless, these extra currents do 

reduce the dc current gain below the theoretical ideal. 

The damage induced by ionizing radiation manifests itself in several 

ways in bipolar technologies. In simplest terms, ionizing radiation induces 

changes in the collector and base currents of bipolar transistors. Generally, 

the collector current increases with total-dose as leakage currents begin to flow 

in surface inversion layers induced by the radiation-generated oxide charges. 

These leakage currents can either be transistor-to-transistor leakage currents 

or collector-to-emitter leakage currents. On the other hand, the base current 

increases with total accumulated dose through enhanced surface recombi

nation. The increase in base current leads to a loss of dc current gain. 

When semiconductor devices are exposed to ionizing radiation, electron

hole pairs are generated within the many layers of the device [2]. In the 

silicon layers, the excess carriers quickly diffuse. However, in the Si02 layers, 

some of the generated carriers will recombine. The electrons that do not 

recombine are sufficiently mobile to rapidly travel out of the oxides and into 

the adjoining materials. On the other hand, the mobility of the holes is very 
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small, and those that do not recombine remain in the oxides as fixed charges. 

Furthermore, the processes of generation-recombination and transport of these 

charges in the oxides also lead to the development of interface traps which 

have energy levels distributed in the bandgap of the silicon materials at their 

interfaces with the oxides [2]. These two mechanisms (the accumulation of 

trapped charge in the oxides and interface traps at the silicon-silicon dioxide 

interfaces) are responsible for the changes in current observed at the terminals 

of bipolar transistors. 

A typical example of collector-to-emitter leakage current is demonstrated 

in Fig. 1.2 [6] for a BiCMOS compatible transistor similar to the one of Fig. 1.3 

[7]. Adjacent transistors are isolated by the recessed field oxide. In addition, 

the emitter terminates on the sidewall of the recessed oxide. The presence of 

positive, trapped charge in oxides that lie over lightly doped p-type silicon can 

drive the surface of the silicon into inversion. This inversion layer provides a 

highly conductive path in which leakage currents can flow. Examples of 

possible leakage paths are depicted in Fig. 1.3. These leakage paths can be 

eliminated by increasing the surface doping density along the possible leakage 

paths, or by designing transistors without terminating the emitters on the 

sidewall of the recessed oxide [7],[6]. 

Another manifestation of radiation-induced degradation is current-gain 

reduction due to increasing base current. A typical example of the current-
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Leakage Current (mA) 
1.0.----=---------------~-----, 

0.8 
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0.0 ..... ___ ---I ___ ---L ___ --'-___ -'-__ ---' 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 to 
Total Dose [Mrad(SI)) 

Fig. 1.2. Dependence of collector-to-emitter leakage current on total dose. 
The base and emitter were grounded and the collector was at 5 volts 
during irradiation. (After [6].) 

C-E 

Leakage 

Reoessed OxIde 

n + Burled Layer 

p Substrate 

BL-BL 

Leakage 

p BaDe 

n \lell 

n + Burled Layer 

I NPN T ranslstorl 

Fig. 1.3. Collector-to-emitter (C-E) and transistor-to-transistor (buried
layer-to-buried-Iayer, BL-BL) leakage paths in a recessed field oxide 
BiCMOS technology. (After [7].) 
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Fig. 1.4. Typical degradation characteristics. (a) Gain degradation. ~pk is 
the peak pre-irradiation current gain. (b) 1-V characteristics. 
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gain degradation is demonstrated in Fig. 1.4. Fig. 1.4 (a) shows the reduction 

of current gain, ~, with increasing total dose. An important feature to notice 

is that while the peak pre-irradiation current gain occurs near a base-emitter 

bias of VBE = 0.65 volts, the peak gain shifts to higher biases as the level of 

total dose increases. This is significant because many circuits are designed to 

operate at collector currents that are some fraction (1/4, for example) of the 

collector current at the peak gain to achieve a suitable tradeoff between power 

consumption and current gain [8]. This is not the best choice of bias conditions 

for radiation hardness, since the gain below the peak falls off much more 

rapidly than the gain above the peak. This will be discussed more in chapter 

five. 

Other important features to notice appear in the 1-V characteristics (or 

Gummel plot) of Fig. 1.4 (b). Specifically, the excess base current induced by 

ionizing radiation is the dominant current component at low current levels. 

However, at higher current levels, the bulk diffusion current component 

dominates. The slope of the base current, I B, curves is inversely proportional 

to the thermal voltage, and in the low current regions, it decreases with total 

dose. On the other hand, the intercept current increases with total dose. (The 

intercept current is the value of the base current linearly extrapolated to VBE 

= 0 V.) In the case of gain degradation, the collector current, Ie, remains 

unchanged by the irradiations due to the absence of leakage paths in the 

-----------"--
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oxide 

p-base p-base 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 1.5. Schematic representation of gain degradation mechanisms in an 
NPN transistor. (a) Pre-irradiation case. (b) Post-irradiation case. 

transistor. These general trends will be discussed in detail in chapter three. 

The roles of the oxide-trapped charge and the interface traps in the gain 

degradation of an NPN transistor are demonstrated in Fig. 1.5. Fig. 1.5 

depicts the base-emitter junction near the surface of an NPN device (a) before 

and (b) after irradiation. The metal is an extension of the emitter contact that 

frequently may extend over the junction. Near the junction-surface interface, 

there are fringing electric fields from the pen junction depletion region 

extending into the oxide and pointing from the emitter to the base in an 

NPN device. (The fields point in the opposite direction in PNP devices.) These 

fringing fields are critical in determining the ionizing-radiation response of 

bipolar transistors. They provide the drift force that sweeps the radiation-

generated electrons out of the oxide. In addition, they tend to focus the 

accumulation of oxide-trapped charge over the base-emitter junction such that 

--------... -
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the spatial distribution is nonuniform. In NPN devices, the charges accumu-

late near the junction, but on the base side of the junction. In PNP devices, 

however, the charges accumulate on the emitter side of the junction. In the 

post-irradiation case of Fig. 1.5 (b), showing the radiation-induced oxide 

charges and interface traps, the fringing fields are shown to be modified by 

the presence of the oxide charges. Thus, as charge accumulates in the oxide, 

the electric field in the oxides changes, and subsequent charge accumulation 

occurs under different field conditions. 

Assuming that insufficient charge has accumulated in the oxides to 

invert the base surface, the buildup of positive charge will deplete lightly 

doped p-type base regions. As the radiation-induced oxide charge increases, 

the base surface potential increases (increasing the surface depletion area). 

The increase in surface potential increases both the effectiveness of the surface 

recombination centers (or midgap-level interface traps) and the number of 

participating surface recombination centers. (The details of this mechanism 

will be dealt with extensively in chapterfour.) Therefore, there is more recom

bination at the base surface in the post-irradiation case, and so more base 

current will flow at a given applied base-emitter voltage. This radiation

induced recombination current flows at the diffused emitter perimeter, and is 

consequently proportional to the emitter perimeter as discussed in chapter 

three. 

------------
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The buildup of interface traps at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface 

increases the density of recombination centers at the surface. Assuming that 

the hole and electron capture cross sections are equal, the recombination 

centers are those interface traps whose trap energies are near the silicon 

midgap energy level. The increased density of recombination centers leads to 

an increase in the surface recombination velocity. In addition, interface traps 

with energy levels several kT away from midgap, and which are not effective 

recombination centers, may be charged. The amount of charge contained in 

the interface traps is dependent on the surface potential. Thus, the net charge 

density is the sum of the trapped-hole charge density and the charged 

interface-trap density. 

Consequently, the gain-degradation response of bipolar transistors 

depends on an interaction between the oxide-trapped charge and the interface 

traps. Thus, in summary, the accumulation of both oxide charges and interface 

traps causes an increase in the post-irradiation base current through increased 

surface recombination. Furthermore, since an inversion layer does not form, 

the collector current is typically unchanged in this case. Therefore, the dc 

current gain decreases. 
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1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

All of the bipolar transistor degradation mechanisms described above 

have been observed for many device types. Historically, planar, double-diffused 

(or implanted), junction-isolated bipolar technologies similar to Fig. 1.1 have 

always been relatively hard to ionizing radiation, since the primary degrada

tion observed in these devices is gain degradation which requires several 

hundreds of krad(SiOJ to produce failures [9],[4]. Early studies of radiation

induced degradation in these older bipolar transistors indicated that the 

decrease in current gain with increasing total-dose was indeed dependent on 

device perimeter as stated in section 1.2 [10]. These studies conflrm that the 

degradation was caused by an increase in surface recombination velocity due 

to increases in the interface trap density over the base-emitter junction near 

the silicon surface and that there was an increase in the depleted base surface 

area [3]. 

Later technologies used recessed field oxides to increase the speed and 

packing density of bipolar circuits. When devices with recessed field oxides 

similar to Fig. 1.3 are exposed to ionizing radiation under worst-case collector

junction bias conditions, failures in these technologies can occur at a total-dose 

as low as 5 krad(Si) due to two different mechanisms [6]. The first failure 

mechanism in devices with recessed field oxides is the inversion of the p + 
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channel stop under the recessed field oxide as in Fig. 1.3. The second failure 

mechanism is the inversion of the p-type base along the sidewall of an NPN 

transistor in which the emitter is terminated on the sidewall of the recessed 

oxide. This leads to the collector-to-emitter leakage path in Fig. 1.3. Although, 

these total-dose failure mechanisms still exist in some BiCMOS technologies 

today [7], the devices can be hardened against buried-Iayer-to-buried-Iayer 

leakage by increasing the doping density of the p + channel stop to levels 

around 5X1019 cm-3
• Furthermore, collector-to-emitter leakage can be eliminat

ed by not terminating the emitters on the sidewall of the recessed oxide. 

Consequently, the dominant degradation in many of the most modem bipolar 

transistors is again gain degradation. 

For example, transistors with polysilicon emitters have been introduced 

for their high gains, high switching speeds, self-aligned processing, and 

compatibility with BiCMOS processes [11],[12],[13]. The geometries of these 

devices are smaller and the surface doping densities are higher. In addition, 

they are often manufactured in silicon -on-insulator (SO I) processes with trench 

isolation structures. (These technologies will be described in chapter two.) 

The sal and trench isolation technologies provide full dielectric isolation, 

minimizing transistor-to-transistor leakage, and reducing collector-to-emitter 

. leakage. The higher surface doping densities of these BiCMOS technologies 

provides some improvement in hardness to ionizing radiation. On the other 
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hand, the smaller geometries offer less resistance to ionizing radiation due to 

the dependence of the degradation on the perimeter-to-area ratio as discussed 

in chapter three. Furthermore, the total-dose responses of the polysilicon 

structures and the polysilicon-silicon interfaces are not well understood. These 

technologies are sufficiently different from the older technologies to warrant 

investigation of their total-dose response and hardening approaches. This 

work investigates the total-dose gain-degradation response of bipolar 

transistors having some or all of the structures mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER 2 - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

This chapter describes the processing and design details of the BiCMOS 

compatible bipolar transistors studied in this work. In addition, general 

descriptions of the experiments that were performed will be presented. 

2.1 DEVICE DESCRIPTIONS 

Bipolar devices from two semiconductor device vendors and three 

processes were used in this study. The technologies tested were from Harris 

Semiconductor's tTrlF-l process [14], and Analog Devices, Incorporated's 

(ADI's) Complementary Bipolar (CB) process and their silicon-on-insulator, 

XFCB process [15]. Both NPN and PNP polarities of the Analog Devices parts 

were tested. Only NPN UHF -1 parts were available from Harris. The CB 

parts were junction-isolated, crystalline-emitter transistors. The UHF-l 

transistors were dielectric ally-isolated, polysilicon-emitter transistors. The 

XFCB transistors were also dielectrically isolated and available with either 

polysilicon emitters or standard (crystalline) emitters. The XFeB process was 

investigated most extensively, since polysilicon and standard emitter 

transistors of both NPN and PNP polarity could be fabricated in this process. 
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2.1.1 ANALOG DEVICES' CB TRANSISTORS 

Fig. 2.1 shows cross sections for both the NPN and PNP transistors 

fabricated in ADI's CB process [16]. These transistors are junction isolated 

and have standard (crystalline) emitters. Notice that both devices are 

geometrically similar (the PNP transistor is a vertical transistor). Both 

polarities were available with two emitter geometries: the larger device had an 

11 J.1IIl x 100 J.lIIl rectangular emitter, and the smaller device had a circular 

emitter with an 11 !ilIl diameter. The junction-isolated, standard-emitter CB 

transistors were used as the control devices to which the total-dose response 

of the dielectrically isolated, polysilicon-emitter devices of the UHF-l and 

XFCB processes were compared. 

PNP NPN 

E B C E B C 

Fig. 2.1. Cross section of ADI's NPN and PNP, Complementary Bipolar 
(CB) transistors. The powell is the sub-collector (Se) of the PNP 
transistor. 
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The CB transistors are fabricated in the p-wells of the CMOS transis-

tors in this BiCMOS process. The p-well forms the p + buried layer, or sub

collector, of the PNP transistor. The n + buried layer is formed by an implant 

and diffusion ("n_up"). Mter deposition of the p-epi, the n-type collector is 

implanted ("n-down"). The lin-down" implant is driven until it merges with the 

"n-up" diffusion. In addition to forming the NPN collector and sub-collector, 

the "n-up", "n-down" diffusions also provide the junction isolation between 

adjacent transistors. Following the collector drive-in, the p-base, n-base, and 

n-emitter are implanted. Mterthese implants are driven, the p-emitter is also 

implanted and driven. 

2.1.2 HARRIS' UHF-l TRANSISTORS 

A typical cross section of a UHF -1 transistor showing the emitter and 

base regions is depicted in Fig. 2.2 [14]. The cross section shown is a 

magnified view of the base and emitter regions. The devices also have trench 

isolation structures to the extreme right and left of the collector, which are not 

shown, but which are similar to the trench structures in Fig. 2.3. Further

more, while the cross section represents either a PNP or an NPN transistor 

(varying only in the type of dopants), only NPN transistors were available for 

this study. 
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Poly-l Poly-2 

Si (Collector) 

Buried Layer 

Fig. 2.2. Cross section of the Harris UHF-1 polysilicon emitter transistor. 
This is a double-poly process with two polysilicon layers separated 
by a spacer oxide. The intrinsic base region (I-Base) is bounded by 
a highly doped (extrinsic) base plug (E-Base). A recessed field oxide 
(ROX) is used to reduce the collector-to-base capacitance. 

The UHF -1 process begins with a bonded wafer consisting of a device 

wafer, an isolation oxide, and a "handle" wafer [14]. The heavily doped buried 

layer is diffused into the device wafer. An epitaxial layer is then grown and 

deep vertical trenches are formed for device isolation. The collector and 

buried-region contact diffusions are formed in the epitaxial layer and the 

recessed oxides (ROX) are then grown. Next, the first level of polysilicon (Poly-

1) is deposited and the extrinsic base regions (E-Base) are out-diffused from 

the polysilicon. The intrinsic base (I-Base) is implanted, and the emitter is 

diffused from the second layer of polysilicon (Poly-2). The two layers of 
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I Layout I PIA {Jml.-l) I 
4J.lm x 10 J.lm 0.70 

5J.lm x 5J.lm O.SO 

4J..lm x 4J.Lm 1.00 

2.5 J..lm x 10 J.1Il1 1.00 

2 J.Lm x 100 J.1Il1 1.02 

2 J..lID x 20 J..lID 1.10 

2J..lm x SJ.Lm 1.25 

3 J.1ID x 3 J..lm 1.33 

2 J.1ID x 6 J..lID 1.33 

2 J.1ID x 4 J.lm 1.50 

2 J..lm x 2 J..lID 2.00 

Table 2.1. Available emitter geometries for Harris' UHF-l transistors. 

polysilicon are separated by a spacer oxide. This spacer oxide is the most 

crucial oxide for the radiation response of these devices. 

The emitter geometries that were available for this study are listed in 

Table 2.1. The wide range of emitter perimeter-to-area ratios of these devices 

was useful in studying the perimeter dependence of the current gain 

degradation. 
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p plug E<ZI p+ UDIJ poly mJ 
n plug ESS::I n+ 1m OI<ide Il5!I 

metal. 

Fig. 2.3. Cross sections of NPN and PNP, XFCB transistors. Note the 
full dielectric isolation. Both the emitter and base are contacted by 
a single level polysilicon layer. 

2.l.3 ANALOG DEVICES' XFCB TRANSISTORS 

Cross sections of the NPN and PNPXFCB devices are shown in Fig. 2.3 

[15]. This is a fully dielectric ally isolated technology using bonded wafers 

(Silicon-On-Insulator or SOl technology) and deep (6 !JlI1) vertical trenches. 

After implanting and driving the buried layers into the substrate SOl layer (p-

sub), a p-type epitaxial layer is grown to form the collector of the PNP 

transistor. The collector of the NPN transistor is formed by a light n-type 
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implant. Next, the n- and p-type collector plugs are implanted, followed by the 

trench etch and refill steps. The trench is lined with a thin oxide and then 

refilled with polysilicon. The trench process is optimized to reduce stress and 

defects at the corners. After the intrinsic bases are implanted, the extrinsic 

bases are also implanted. The field oxide is then deposited and patterned for 

the polysilicon deposition. The portions of this oxide that lie over the base

emitter junctions playa primary role in the total-dose response of these 

transistors. Once the polysilicon is deposited, the p + and n + emitter regions are 

defined and separately implanted. An emitter drive then forms the emitters 

as well as the base contact regions. The metallization of the polysilicon 

includes a platinum silicide that may playa role in the x-ray irradiation 

response of these transistors, as discussed in chapter three. 

For this study, both NPN and PNP polarities were available in two 

emitter perimeter-to-area ratios: 2.67 ~-1 (1.5 ~ x 1.5 Jllll, square), and 1.53 

~lm-l (3 rectangular emitter stripes, each 1.51Jnl x 10 Jllll). Standard emitter 

devices were also available and differed from the polysilicon-emitter devices 

only in the emitter fabrication. In addition, there were two base configurations 

available: with or without a highly doped extrinsic base plug/ring encircling the 

emitter. 
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2.2 EXPERIMENTS 

To understand the ionizing radiation response of the particular devices 

described in section 2.1, transistors from each process were exposed to ionizing 

radiation and their terminal currents were measured. The standard 

experimental procedure was to irradiate biased devices at a fixed dose rate to 

various levels of total dose. 1 Me V 6OCO gamma rays were the primary source 

of ionizing radiation, although 10 ke V x rays were also used. The devices were 

characterized at predetermined levels of total dose by measuring the dc 

current-voltage characteristics. During characterization, the collector-base 

voltage, VeB' was set to zero in order to characterize the base-emitter diode. 

For NPN devices, the base-emitter voltage, VBE, was swept from 0.4 volts to 0.9 

volts forward bias in 0.02 volt steps using an HP4145B Semiconductor 

Parameter Analyzer (or equivalent). (pNP devices were characterized with 

voltages of the opposite polarity.) The collector and base currents were 

monitored on the long integration setting of the HP4145B (256 samples per 

step). The range of 0.4 V to 0.9 V for the base-emitter bias sweep was limited 

to the measurable current range. Many of the parts were also periodically 

characterized following termination of the irradiations as they sat in noncon

ductive foam at room temperature (these measurements are referred to as 

room-temperature annealing results). Various bias conditions and dose rates 

-----.----.-~ 
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were used during irradiation of NPN and PNP transistors of the several types 

described in section 2.1. 

The UHF-1 parts, with the wide range of emitter perimeter-to-area 

ratios, and the CB parts were irradiated in 6OCO at a dose rate of approximate

ly 1 rad(SiOJ/s with zero bias applied (all transistor leads were grounded). 

The XFCB parts were more extensively studied as discussed below. 

2.2.1 FACTORIAL ExPERIMENT 

In order to investigate these modern technologies thoroughly, a 

fractional factorial matrix of experiments was performed on Analog Devices' 

XFCB transistors for the variables and levels listed in Table 2.2 (for a 

discussion of factorial experiments see, for example, reference [17]). A full 

factorial matrix of experiments includes an experiment for every possible 

combination of external variables, and such matrices can be formidably large 

when the number of variables is large. Therefore, instead of performing a full 

factorial matrix of experiments, a subset of experiments (a fractional factorial 

matrix) can be strategically chosen to statistically identify the strongest effects 

of the various variables. In this work, both a fractional factorial matrix and 

subsequently a full factorial matrix of tests were performed. 
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I Variable I Levels I 
Transistor Polarity NPN, PNP 

Emitter Technology Polysilicon, Standard 

Dose Rate 13.12, 243.6 rad(SiOJ/s 

Collector Bias (V CB) 10.0, 0.0 volts 

Emitter-Base Bias Reverse Bias, Zero Bias, Forward 
Bias, AC Bias 

Emitter Geometry 2.67 1IDl-1 (square), 
(pIA ratio) 1.53 1IDl-1 (3 emitter stripes) 

Base Configuration with and without extrinsic plug/ring 

Table 2.2. Test variables and levels used in the factorial matrix of experi
ments. The AC emitter bias was a 1 Mhz triangle wave with 2.5 
volts peak-to-peak, and -2 volts offset (the base-emitter bias varied 
between 0.5 volts forward bias and 2 volts reverse bias). 

The fractional factorial matrix was designed to test the main (single 

variable) effects of the variables of transistor polarity, emitter technology, dose 

rate, collector bias, and emitter bias. A statistical analysis of the results of the 

fractional factorial experiment suggested that collector bias during irradiation 

was insignificant, and that reverse bias on the emitter was the worst-case 

irradiation bias. The AC emitter bias yielded results intermediate to the 

reverse and forward bias effects. Therefore, by eliminating the AC emitter bias 

condition and the variable of collector bias from further investigations, a 

reasonably small full factorial matrix could be performed to test for all 

remaining variable interactions. 
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The full factorial matrix of experiments was performed for the remaining 

variables in Table 2.2. Each experiment was duplicated to provide an estimate 

of the experimental error. This standard error (the root-mean-square 

difference in the duplicated experiments) was used to determine the signifi

cance of the effects of the variables. In the analysis of factorial experiments, 

an effect of a variable is found by first averaging the response of all experi

ments with the variable of interest at one level. This average response is then 

compared to the average of the responses of all experiments with the variable 

at the other level. For example, to determine the effect of transistor polarity, 

the responses of all NPN devices in the experimental matrix are averaged and 

compared to the average response of all PNP devices in the experimental 

matrix. If the effect (the difference in the average responses) is larger than 3-

times the standard error, then it can be judged as a real effect with 99% 

certainty based on Student's t-distribution [17]. All of the main effects (single 

variable effects) in the matrix defined in Table 2.2, except for the base 

configuration, were statistically significant by this criterion and are discussed 

in chapter three. It was verified by control experiments that there were no 

effects due to bias alone (such as hot electron degradation [18]). Therefore, the 

total-dose response of these transistors is most sensitive to emitter geometry, 

transistor polarity, base-emitter junction bias, emitter technology (polysilicon 

or crystalline), and radiation source characteristics (energy and dose rate). 

-------------
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2.2.2 ANNEALING EXPERIMENTS 

Another important tool in understanding the ionizing-radiation response 

of semiconductor devices is the post-irradiation annealing response. A.rm.ealing 

is also an important tool for hardness assurance [19]. 

To study the annealing response of modern bipolar transistors, 

polysilicon-emitter, NPN XFCB bipolar transistors were exposed to 500 

krad(Si02) in a GOCo gamma-ray source and then annealed for 30 minute cycles 

at elevated temperatures (isochronal annealing). The elevated temperature 

annealing response was compared to the room temperature annealing 

response. During the irradiation and annealing cycles, the devices were biased 

with 2 volts reverse bias on the emitter-base junction and with VCB = 0.0 volts. 

This bias condition was chosen because it was demonstrated in the factorial 

experiment that reverse bias on the emitter-base junction during irradiation 

leads to the greatest degradation. The 2 volt reverse bias was small enough 

to avoid any effects due to hot-electron degradation; the reverse breakdown 

voltage of these devices was around 6.5 volts, and bias-only control experi

ments showed no degradation. Three sets of devices were subjected to different 

experimental procedures as described in Table 2.3. The elevated-temperature 

annealings consisted of baking the devices for 30 minutes at each of the 

following temperatures: 60·C, 100·C, 150·C, and 200·C. The device package 
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Number Experimental Conditions 
of Parts 

Set 1 5 irradiated, annealed at elevated temperatures 

Set 2 2 irradiated, annealed at room temperatures 

Set 3 2 NOT irradiated, annealed at elevated tempera-
tures 

Table 2.3. Experimental conditions for the isochronal annealing tests. 
The devices were polysilicon emitter NPN transistors and were 
biased with 2 volts reverse bias on the base-emitter junction during 
the irradiation and annealing cycles. 

temperatures were allowed to achieve equilibrium with room temperature 

(within 3· C) after each cycle before they were characterized. The devices were 

also allowed to achieve equilibrium with the oven temperature before the 30 

minutes were counted. The devices of Sets 1 and 3 were characterized after 

each annealing cycle. The devices of Set 2 were characterized at the same time 

as the devices of Sets 1 and 3. 

2.2.3 X-RAY EXPERIMENTS 

Another important tool in hardness assurance testing of semiconductor 

devices is the x-ray response. To investigate the radiation-energy dependence 

of the total-dose response, XFCB transistors were exposed to 10 ke V x rays in 

an ARACOR 4100 semiconductor irradiation source at Sandia National 
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Type Emitter VBE" Source Dose Rate- Total Dose-
volts rad(SiOJ/s krad(SiOJ 

NPN Std. ° x-ray 1760, 500, 158, 500 
75,9.2 

NPN Std. -2 x·ray 1760, 500, 158, 500 
75,9.2 

NPN Std. ° 6OCO 158 500 

NPN Std. -2 6OCO 158 500 

NPN Poly ° x-ray 1760, 500, 158, 500,2000 
75, 33.7, 9.2 

NPN Poly -2,0.5 x-ray 1760 2000 

NPN Poly 0.5, -2, x-ray 1760 3000 

° 
NPN Poly ° 6OCO 158 500 

NPN Poly -2 x-ray, 158 500 
6OCO, 

none 

PNP Std. ° x-ray 1760, 158, 111 500 

PNP Std. ° 6OCO 158 500 

PNP Poly ° x-ray 1760, 158 500 

PNP Poly 0 6OCO 158 500 

Table 2.4. Experimental matrix for x-ray irradiations. Cells in the table 
containing multiple values indicate the variable that was varied 
while the other factors in the row were held constant. 

Laboratories. Several bipolar transistors were also irradiated in a Gammacell 

220 6OCO source at Sandia for comparison to the x-ray experiments. Table 2.4 

details the matrix of experiments that were performed. Devices with zero bias 
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during irradiation were annealed at room temperature in nonconductive foam; 

devices with reverse bias during irradiation were annealed at room tempera

ture under reverse bias. The x-ray responses of zero-biased standard and 

polysilicon emitter NPN transistors were measured for several dose rates. In 

addition, the dose-rate dependence was investigated for reverse-biased 

standard NPN devices. Several 6OCO exposures were performed to compare the 

two types of sources. These comparisons were also performed for PNP 

transistors. 

In addition, it has been shown for MOS devices, that reversing the 

polarity of the gate bias during irradiation reverses the effect of the already 

induced damage [20],[21]. Similar results are reported here for bipolar 

transistors when the polarity of the base-emitter bias is reversed. These 

"switched-bias" experiments were performed on several polysilicon-emitter 

NPN transistors that were exposed to x rays. These experiments consisted of 

irradiating the devices under reverse bias to 1 Mrad(SiO~, and then irradiat

ing the same devices to another Mrad(SiO~ under forward bias conditions. 

Another set of devices was irradiated under forward bias, then reverse bias, 

then zero bias to successive 1 Mrad(SiOJ levels. It was observed in the 

factorial matrix of experiments, that the collector current of polysilicon -emitter, 

NPN transistors would increase during radiation exposure while the base

emitter junction was reverse biased. These switched bias experiments 
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investigate more fully this phenomenon. The results will be discussed in detail 

in chapter three. 

----------
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CHAPTER 3 - RESULTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the results obtained from the experiments 

discussed in chapter two. The results are discussed in terms of the ionizing

radiation-induced change in the base current, MB, measured at a fixed base

emitter voltage. (In this document, the change in the base current is also 

referred to as the excess base current.) The base-emitter voltage chosen for the 

analysis is usually 0.7 volts, however, some data are presented for VBE = 0.6 

volts. The differences due to this choice of characterization voltage will be 

discussed in section 3.5. The total-dose gain degradation of modem bipolar 

transistors depends strongly on emitter geometry, transistor polarity, base

emitter bias, emitter technology (polysilicon or crystalline), and radiation 

source characteristics (energy and dose rate). There is also a weak dependence 

on the base plug/ring structure. 

---' . __ ..... _--
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3.2 EMITTER-GEOMETRY EFFECTS 

The total-dose dependence of the excess base current, AlB' is shown in 

Fig. 3.1 for several different emitter geometries (different perimeter-to-area, 

P / A, ratios). The change in the base current is normalized to the pre-

irradiation base current, lBO' to reduce the effects of process variations in the 

individual transistors. Temperature variations have also been normalized out, 

as will be discussed in section 3.9 in connection with the annealing results. 

AIB'IBO 
10~----------------------------------------------' 

Fig. 3.1. Total-dose dependence of the excess base current measured at 
VBE = 0.7 V for Harris UHF-I, NPN, polysilicon emitter transistors. 
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In Fig. 3.1, note that the excess base current increases with increasing 

total dose. This is the general trend in the total-dose gain degradation of 

bipolar transistors. Furthermore, the slope of the excess base current with 

total-dose is greater than one on a log-log plot. This is referred to as a 

"superlinear" dependence on total dose. Generally, total-dose-induced excess 

base current is proportional to nn, where n is the total dose, and n is the slope 

on a log-log plot. If n > 1, the response is superlinear. Variations in this slope 

are dependent on several factors, many of which will be discussed in this 

chapter. A model of the radiation response of the base current in chapter four 

deals directly with the superlinear phenomenon. 

Another important trend in Fig. 3.1 is the ordering of the curves with 

P / A values. That is, devices with larger P / A values exhibit greater excess 

base current. The relationship of the emitter P / A ratio to the region of 

radiation-induced damage is demonstrated schematically in Fig. 3.2. The 

excess base current is due to enhanced recombination in the region of 

radiation-induced degradation at the perimeter of the diffused emitter and is 

proportional to the area of this region. If the lateral diffusion in the emitter 

is small, then the area of the region of radiation-induced degradation is 

approximately proportional to the emitter-contact perimeter. Thus, the excess 

base current is also proportional to the emitter-contact perimeter. 

--------
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Fig. 3.2. Simplified layout of a bipolar transistor showing the emitter 
area and perimeter as well as the region of radiation-induced 
damage. 

In fact, if each curve in Fig. 3.1 were scaled by its respective PIA ratio, 

the span between the curves would collapse and they would all lie on top of 

each other. This result is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3. Mter scaling each curve 

by its perimeter-to-area ratio, the curves become essentially indistinguishable. 

Furthermore, the dependence of the excess base current on the emitter 

PIA ratio is linear. Fig. 3.4 shows the excess base current as a function of the 

emitter PIA ratio. The linear dependence suggests that the effect of ionizing 

radiation on bipolar transistors is primarily a perimeter effect. In fact, the 

results of Fig. 3.3 are similar to those reported for hot-carrier effects [18] 

--- ------_._----
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Fig. 3.3. Excess base current scaled to perimeter-to-area ratio. (Same 
data as in Fig. 3.1.) 

6lB/leo 
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~~ ~6 WO U6 ~O 

PIA (IIm- 1) 

Fig. 3.4. P / A dependence of the excess base current. 
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which are due to degradation only at the emitter perimeter. 

To analytically develop the P / A dependence of the excess base current, 

note that the total base current can be modeled as the sum of an ideal current 

component and a nonideal current component [5]. The nonideal current 

component can include the bulk recombination currents, the space-charge-Iayer 

recombination currents, and the surface recombination currents. In the case 

of ionizing-radiation-induced damage, the nonideal component consists 

primarily of the excess base current due to the enhanced recombination at or 

near the surface. (The recombination at the surface will dominate the 

response due to a higher potential at the surface, provided the bulk lifetime is 

comparable to or longer than the surface lifetime, and the bulk recombination-

center density is small.) Thus, the post-irradiation base current can be 

expressed as 

(3.1) 

where Js is the saturation current density, ~F is the pre-irradiation forward 

current gain, JISS is a surface saturation current density (N!llll), nss is the ide-

ality factor for the surface current (having a value of one or greater), and AE 

and PE are the emitter area and perimeter respectively. 

The first term in Eq. (3.1) represents the ideal, pre-irradiation base 

diffusion current that is dependent on the emitter area. This term remains 

----_. --.-----
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constant during irradiation. The second term represents the excess base 

current induced by the damage caused by ionizing radiation. Calculating the 

fractional change in the base current then yields, 

!lIB = IB,post-rad - IBIJ 

lBO IBO 

(3.2) 

Eq. (3.2) establishes the emitter perimeter-to-area ratio dependence of 

the normalized excess base current. In addition, since nss is greater than one, 

the significance of the excess base current decreases with increasing bias. 

That is, the degradation is most severe at low bias currents, but at higher bias 

currents, the ideal diffusion current component dominates in the transistor 

response. 

The surface saturation current density, J/ss, is a function of total dose 

and is directly proportional to the surface recombination velocity which will be 

discussed in chapter four. Values for the ideality factor, nss, were generally 

observed to increase with total dose from one to two, but in some of the CB 

-- ---------
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devices, values were as high as three at the highest levels of total dose. Values 

of nss between one and two are consistent with depletion-region recombination 

[5], while values greater than two may occur if recombination in a surface 

inversion layer dominates [22],[23]. (See the appendix for a discussion of 

values of nss that are greater than two.) 

Finally, as the total dose increases, the base current in an irradiated 

device transforms from the ideal, area dependent diffusion current flowing 

mostly in the active region of the transistor, to a non-ideal recombination 

182/181 3.00,=..-=.!------------------. 

2.00 

1.60 

1.00 '--_-'----'----L.-L-.L....L.L..L..L __ .L--..I--..I--I-J....J....I....LL._---I 

10 100 1000 
Total Dosa [krad(SI02») 

Fig. 3.5. Ratio of base currents for two UHF-I, poly-emitter, NPN 
transistors. Transistor 1 had Pl / Al = (20 J.llll) / (16 J.llll~ = 1.25 
J.lIll-l, and transistor 2 had P2 / A2 = (28 J.l.Ill) / (40 JlIIl2) = 0.70 JlID-l• 
Thus, A2 / Al = (40 J.lIll2) / (16 J.lIll2) = 2.5, and P2/ Pl = (28 J.1Il1) / (20 
J.lIll) = 1.4 . 

... _ .. _-_._._---
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current at the perimeter of the emitter. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5 where 

the total-dose dependence of the ratio of the base currents for two transistors 

with different geometries is shown. The pre-irradiation base currents are 

approximately in the ratio of the emitter areas, indicating the dominant 

current is the ideal diffusion current. As the total dose increases, the ratio of 

the base currents approaches the ratio of the perimeters, indicating the 

dominant current is now the surface recombination current. This result is 

similar to results produced by low-energy (less than 30 keV) electron-beam 

irradiations and is evidence of surface damage [24]. In conclusion, the total

dose gain degradation of modern bipolar transistors is dominated by surface 

recombination at the emitter perimeter. 

3.3 BASE-DESIGN EFFECTS 

Since the excess base current is due to damage near the emitter 

perimeter, the total-dose gain degradation is sensitive to the surface conditions 

of the base. The base surface doping density, the density of implanted dopants 

in the base spacer oxides, the oxide formation technique, and the crystal 

orientation are key factors. This section examines the effect of altering the 

base surface condition by means of a nonuniform surface doping density in the 

form of a base plug/ring structure. 
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The total-dose response of bipolar transistors can be slightly improved 

if the surface concentration of the base is increased. A higher surface doping 

concentration will require greater amounts of oxide charge to significantly alter 

the surface recombination current. One means of effectively increasing the 

surface concentration without changing the doping of the bulk (active) base 

region is to encircle the emitter with a ring of highly doped base material. 

Often such a region is used to provide an ohmic contact to the base and has 

been demonstrated to improve hot electron damage [18]. In NPN devices, this 

highly doped p + region will reduce the surface potential of the base, and thus 

more oxide charge will be required to deplete the surface. However, in PNP 

devices, where the positive oxide charge will tend to deplete the highly doped 

emitter side of the junction, such a base ring is ineffective. 

The effect of the base ring is shown in Fig. 3.6 where data from the 

factorial experiment on Analog Devices' XFeB transistors have been averaged 

for all devices with a base ring and compared to the average response of all 

devices without base rings. In addition to showing the total-dose-induced 

increases in the excess base current, Fig. 3.6 also shows the response of the 

current gain, p, to total dose. 

The presence of the base ring does indeed provide a slight increase in 

the transistor hardness. However, the benefit is small. One reason for this 

may be that the p + ring is far enough away (on the order of a micron) from the 
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Fig. 3.6. Effect of altering the base surface condition with an extrinsic 
plug/ring. Results are averaged over all other variables in the 
XFCB factorial matrix. VBE = 0.7 V. ~o is the pre-irradiation current 
gain measured at VBE = 0.7 V. 

base-emitter junction, that it has little effect on the surface recombination 

current which is dominant within a few tenths of a micron from the junction. 

3.4 TRANSISTOR-POLARITY EFFECTS 

The differences in the total-dose responses of NPN and PNP transistors 

alluded to in the last section are demonstrated in Fig. 3.7. Notice that the 

gain decreases significantly with increasing total-dose for the NPN devices. 

The current gain of NPN devices is, on average, less than 500A> of the pre-
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Fig. 3.7. Average total-dose responses of NPN and PNP transistors. VEE 

=0.7V. 

irradiation gain after a total-dose of about 500 krad(SiO:J. On the other hand, 

PNP devices still have 60% of their pre-irradiation gain at a total-dose of 500 

krad(SiO:J. Many linear applications will fail when the gains of individual 

transistors fall below 50% of the pre-irradiation gain [8]. 

PNP devices are harder than NPN devices because the n-type base of 

the PNP transistor is not depleted by the oxide charge. Instead, the surface 

of the p-type emitter will tend toward depletion. Due to the Gaussian profile 

of the lateral diffusion of the emitter, the p-type doping density of the PNP 

emitter is comparable to the p-type doping density of the NPN base near the 

base-emitter junction. However, the doping density of the p-type emitter rises 
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rapidly to a high value within a few tenths of a micron away from the junction 

and into the emitter. Therefore, larger densities of positive oxide charge will 

be required to significantly deplete the surface of the p-type, PNP emitter than 

are required to deplete the surface of the p-type, NPN base. Consequently, the 

positive charge trapped in the oxide has a smaller effect in PNP devices than 

in NPN devices. In addition, the interface traps will tend to be concentrated 

over the emitter side of the junction by the fringing electric fields. Again, 

because of the high surface concentration of the emitter, the surface potential 

will be low, and the recombination rate will be small. The number of traps 

involved in recombination will be smaller in PNP devices than in NPN devices. 

Therefore, PNP transistors exhibit less degradation than NPN transistors. 

3.5 BIAS EFFECTS 

In the studies of total-dose failures in bipolar technologies with recessed 

field oxides, the failure level was found to depend on collector bias since the 

collector was directly involved in the leakage failure mechanism [6]. However, 

the collector is not involved in the gain degradation mechanisms. The gain 

degradation is caused by damage to the oxides over the base-emitter junction. 

Therefore, in general, the gain degradation is not very sensitive to changes in 

bias on the collector. Rather, it is most sensitive to changes in the ba$e-

---------------
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emitter bias, since the fringing electric fields (see Fig. 1.5) in the oxides over 

the junction depend strongly on the bias, and the radiation-induced charge 

generation in the oxide depends on the electric fields in the oxide [25]. 

These fringing fields in the oxides over the base-emitter junctions and 

their direction play significant roles in the total-dose gain degradation of 

bipolar transistors. These fields are significantly different from the fields in 

MOS structures. For example, the fringing fields are two-dimensional, and yet 

they are normal to the silicon surface at the interface (see Fig. 1.5 (a)). 

Furthermore, the fields in the bipolar oxides are much smaller than the typical 

fields in thin MOS-gate oxides. The junction fringing fields cannot be reversed 

for a device of a given polarity; only the magnitude can be changed by the 

base-emitter bias. Specifically, forward bias decreases the field magnitude 

while reverse bias increases the field magnitude. 

Fig. 3.8 shows the results of irradiating bipolar transistors under three 

different base-emitter bias conditions (forward bias, zero bias, and reverse bias) 

as averaged over two dose rates of 14 and 250 rad(SiO:z}/s. The reverse bias 

voltage of 2 V was chosen since it was far enough below the reverse breakdown 

voltage that there were no hot-electron effects present. It can be seen that, on 

average, devices under reverse bias exhibit greater degradation than devices 

under forward bias. The reverse-biased device has larger electric fields 

pointing toward the base side of the junction. The larger electric field 

---- -------
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Fig. 3.8. Average total-dose response for XFCB transistors under three 
base-emitter bias conditions during irradiation: 0.5 V forward bias, 
2 V reverse bias, and 0 V bias. The change in base current and the 
dc current gain were calculated at VBE = 0.7 V. 

enhances charge yield in the oxide (there is less recombination of radiation-

generated charges), so greater numbers of charges and traps accumulate over 

the base surface during irradiation of devices under reverse bias. The degrada-

tion in the case of zero base-emitter bias lies somewhere between the degrada-

tion of the reverse and forward bias cases. However, there is a strong 

interaction between the bias during radiation exposure and the dose rate, as 

discussed in section 3.7. 

A note should be made here about the characterization of the degrada-

tion, particularly the bias at which the change in base current is measured. 
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Fig. 3.9. Average total-dose response of XFCB transistors as character
ized at VBE = 0.6 V and VBE = 0.7 V. 

Recombination is a voltage dependent process characterized by a non-ideality 

factor between 1 and 2 as in Eq. (3.1). Therefore, at small base-emitter 

voltages, the recombination current will dominate the J-V characteristics of 

bipolar devices (see Fig. 1.4). As the voltage increases, the ideal current begins 

to dominate. Therefore, the relative change in base current is much larger at 

lower voltages. This result is shown in Fig. 3.9 where the response of bipolar 

~evices characterized at VBE = 0.6 V is compared to the response of bipolar 

devices characterized at VBE = 0.7 V. Note that the slope of the MB curves is 

slightly steeper at the lower voltage. The steeper slope is a result of the 

voltage dependence of the surface recombination rate. At lower voltages, the 

----- -------
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surface recombination rate is lower and more sensitive to increases in the 

oxide charge density. This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four. 

3.6 EMITTER-TECHNOLOGY EFFECTS 

Fig. 3.10 shows a comparison of the total-dose responses of polysilicon 

emitter and standard (crystalline) emitter XFCB transistors. Also, for 

comparison to a more conventional process, the response of the junction

isolated, standard emitter CB transistors is shown in Fig. 3.11. The standard 

emitter devices exhibit greater amounts of excess base current than the 

polysilicon devices. Furthermore, the normalized excess base current in the 

CB transistors is nearly an order of magnitude larger than that in the XFCB 

transistors. (The P / A ratios of the XFCB transistors are greater than one, so 

scaling the curves in Fig. 3.10 by the PIA ratio will only reduce the magni

tude.) In addition, the total-dose dependence of the excess base current of the 

polysilicon emitter devices has a slightly steeper slope than the response of the 

standard emitter XFCB transistors. The more conventional, CB transistors 

have a manifestly IIsublinear" dependence (a slope less than one on a log-log 

scale). The differences in the slopes and magnitudes may be due to the 

different surface doping distributions of the different devices. Devices with 

higher surface doping concentrations will be less sensitive to the accumulating 
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Fig. 3.11. Total-dose response of ADl's CB (standard emitter, junction 
isolated) NPN transistors. The lower two curves show the excess 
base current normalized to the pre-irradiation base current. The 
upper two curves show the same data scaled to the P / A ratio (in 
units of Jlffi). VBE = 0.7 V. 
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oxide charges and interface traps. Alternatively, the differences in slopes and 

magnitudes may also be due to differences in the electric fields in the base 

oxides. Devices with larger oxide electric fields will develop larger densities 

of oxide charges and interface traps and will exhibit greater degradation. 

Further investigation is required to separate and identify these effects, and it 

is quite possible that there is a strong interaction between the two. 

3.7 DOSE-RATE EFFECTS 

Another phenomenon observed in the gain degradation of bipolar 

transistors that may be related to charge yield is the dose-rate dependence of 

the degradation. In this section, the results of two sets of experiments are 

presented. First, Fig. 3.12 shows the differences in the average total-dose re

sponses of XFCB bipolar transistors exposed to 6OCO gamma rays at two differ

ent dose rates as part of the factorial matrix of experiments. Devices irradiat

ed at the lower dose rate exhibit larger degradation. 

This effect is not fully understood; however, the electric-field dependence 

of the generation/recombination of charges developed in the oxides during 

irradiation may serve as the key to understanding this phenomenon. Again, 
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Fig. 3.12. Average total-dose responses of two sets of XFCB transistors 
irradiated at two different dose rates. VBE = 0.7 V. 

the electric fields in the oxide are fringing fields from the base-emitter 

junction. In addition, there is often an extension of the emitter metal contact 

that extends over the oxide over the base-emitter junction as in Fig. 1.5 (see 

also Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3). To further complicate issues, the oxides over the 

base emitter junctions may have implanted ions from the base and emitter 

implants. These ions may also alter the small fringing fields in the oxides. 

Thus, the fringing fields are two-dimensional, and their exact distribution is 

unknown. 

It is known from studies of MOS structures that, at lower applied 

electric fields, more of the radiation-generated charges recombine than at 
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higher applied electric fields [25]. Therefore, at the low fields in the bipolar 

oxides, the charge yield is small. However, any charge that does escape 

recombination and become deposited as fixed charge in the oxide also alters the 

small electric field. Subsequent charge generation then occurs under different 

field conditions. 

There are several time constants involved in the development of damage 

at the oxide-silicon interface. First, there is the rate of charge generation in 

the oxide due to the energy deposited by the ionizing radiation. Second, there 

is the rate at which the generated charge recombines and which' depends on 

the energy imparted to the carriers by the ionizing radiation and 'the strength 

of the electric field in the oxide. Third, there is the rate at which the charge 

that escapes recombination migrates to the interface where it becomes trapped 

and where it may alter the small electric field in the oxide. Fourth, there is 

the rate of interface trap formation at the interface. The "dose-rate" effect 

then depends on the relative magnitudes of these different rates. 

To further investigate the role of the charge yield in the dose-rate 

dependence of the gain-degradation response, a second set of experiments was 

performed in which the energy of the ionizing radiation was varied by using 

both x rays and gamma rays. The radiation-induced generation of charges in 

the base surface oxides is not only dependent on the oxide electric field, but is 

also dependent on the energy of the incident photons. Specifically, there is less 
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recombination of radiation-generated charge (higher charge yield) for 1 MeV 

6OCO gamma rays than for 10 keV x rays [26], since the higher energy photons 

impart more energy to the generated carriers. 

In this second set of "dose-rate" experiments, 10 ke V x-ray irradiations 

were performed over a very wide range of dose rates. Fig. 3.13 shows the dose-

rate dependence of the fractional excess base current at a total dose of 500 

krad(Si02) for NPN transistors irradiated under two bias conditions. For the 

zero bias case, which is the worst-case bias for low-dose-rate exposures, the re-
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Fig. 3.13. Dose-rate dependence of the total-dose response of standard 
emitter, NPN XFCB transistors irradiated under different bias 
conditions. The total dose was 500 krad(SiO:J; VBE = 0.6 V for 
calculation of MB• 
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sponse is nearly independent of dose rate above 150 rad(Si00/s. Between 150 

rad(Si02)/s and 10 rad(SiO~/s, the excess base current increases as the dose 

rate is lowered. Another nearly dose-rate-independent region appears at dose 

rates below 10 rad(Si02)/s. The variation with dose rate is reduced in the re

verse bias case, which is the worst-case bias for high-dose-rate (above 100 

rad(Si02)/s) exposures. Furthermore, at higher dose rates (150 rad(SiO~/s), the 

6OCO degradation is worse than the x-ray degradation. The comparison between 

the x-ray-induced degradation and the 6OCo-induced degradation is discussed 

in more detail in section 3.8 below. 

The fact that the dose-rate effect is reduced in the reverse-biased case 

in Fig. 3.13 may be related to the rate of charge accumulation and variation 

of the small electric field. Reverse bias applied to the base emitter junction 

increases the field strength of the fringing electric fields making any variations 

in the field due to charge accumulation less significant. Thus, the time depen

dence of the electric field is weaker, the time dependence of the charge yield 

is weaker, and the dose-rate effect is weaker. 

In addition, at the lower dose rates, the rates of charge migration and 

formation of interface traps may be comparable to the rate of charge 

generation. Thus, most of the generated charge contributes to the degradation. 

On the other hand, at the higher dose rates, the rate of charge generation is 

very high and may be larger than the rate of charge accumulation at the 
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interface. So at higher dose rates, there is less degradation. In the intermedi-

ate dose-rate range, the relative magnitudes of the various rates transition 

from the low-dose-rate case to the high-dose-rate case. 

Alternatively, it may also be possible to describe the dose-rate effect in 

terms of the interactions between the radiation-generated carriers. At low 

dose rates, few carriers are generated and the interactions will be small. Thus, 

less recombination will occur, and the device will exhibit greater degradation. 

On the other hand, at the high dose rates, many carriers will be generated and 

the interactions will thus also be strong. Therefore, more recombination will 

occur, and the device will exhibit less degradation. 

The effects of the different charge yield due to the energy of the 

irradiation is not so clear from the comparison of the x-ray and 6OCO responses 

in Fig. 3.13. Factors that affect the comparison between x-ray and 6OCO 

comparisons are discussed in the next section. 

3.8 X-RAY TO 60CO COMPARISONS 

Fig. 3.14 shows the ratio of x-ray-induced degradation to 6OCo-induced 

degradation as a function of total dose for standard NPN devices irradiated at 

150 rad(Si02)/s under two bias conditions. Factors that influence x-ray to 6OCO 

comparisons at a given dose rate include dose enhancement (typically greater 

-~ .~ .... _. ----
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Fig. 3.14. Total-dose and base-emitter bias dependence of the ratio of the 
x-ray-induced degradation to the 6OCo-induced degradation. The 
dose rate was 150 rad(Si02)/s and the characterization voltage was 
0.6 V. 

in the x-ray case) and charge yield (typically greater in the 6OCO case) [27]. 

Dose-enhancement effects occur in the presence ofhigh-Z (high atomic number) 

materials where the incident x rays can produce secondary electrons that may 

deposit a greater dose. That is, the secondary electrons may deposit excess 

energy in the oxide and generate greater densities of oxide charge and 

interface traps. This tends to cause x rays to induce more degradation than 

6OCO [27]. 

For the zero-biased devices in Fig. 3.14, the 6OCo-induced degradation at 

150 rad(Si02)/s is worse than the x-ray-induced degradation by a factor that 

-- - --- - ----
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increases with total dose from about 1.5 to 2. The 6OCO gamma-ray degradation 

is worse than the x-ray degradation due to enhanced charge yield from the 

higher photon energy. The change in the ratio with increasing dose suggests 

that the charge yield is slightly different at higher total doses, perhaps due to 

changes in the electric field as the trapped charge accumulates. In addition, 

at 10 rad(SiOJ/s under zero bias, the ratio, MB(x-ray)/MB(>DCo), for a total-dose 

of 500 krad(SiOJ is approximately one (not shown). The enhanced x-ray 

response at the lower dose rates may also be related to the rate of charge 

accumulation and electric-field variation, since the x-ray-induced charge yield 

is more sensitive to the electric field than the gamma-ray-induced charge yield. 

In other words, x-ray photons generate less energetic carriers that will be more 

strongly influenced by the electric field. Consequently, an enhanced x-ray 

response at lower dose rates may be related to the relative importance of 

electric field variations and dose-enhancement as discussed below. 

For the reverse-biased devices, where the electric fields in the base 

spacer oxides are stronger than in the zero-biased devices, the x-ray degrada

tion in Fig. 3.14 is slightly worse than the 60Co degradation for low total doses. 

The ratio approaches one at higher doses, suggesting decreased electric fields 

in the bulk of the spacer oxide due to increased space charge [27]. 

The fact that, under reverse-bias conditions, the x-ray response is worse 

than the 6OCO response suggests dose enhancement in these structures. As 

,----,-,---,--
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mentioned in chapter two, the polysilicon layers in the XFCB transistors are 

contacted by a platinum silicide. Platinum is a high-Z material that may emit 

secondary electrons and cause dose enhancement. Dose enhancement may be 

apparent only under the reverse-bias conditions since the stronger electric 

fields are less susceptible to the small time dependence introduced by the 

accumulating charge. Thus, differences in the charge yield due to electric-field 

effects are weaker, and the dose-enhancement effects become apparent. 

Alternatively, the electric fields may be strong enough in the reverse-biased 

case to cause significant drift ofthe secondary electrons before they recombine. 

In the zero-biased case, the secondary electrons may not travel far enough in 

the material to deposit the enhanced dose at the base surface. 

The results of Fig. 3.14 are similar to how the ratio of the threshold 

voltage-shifts due to oxide charge, Il. Vot(x-ray)/Il. Vot~Co), depends on electric 

field for MOS devices [27]. At low fields, the ratio is less than that at higher 

fields because the x-ray results vary more strongly with charge yield at low 

fields than do the GOCo results [27]. Based on this result, the greater degra

dation seen in the zero bias case at lower dose rates in Fig. 3.13 above suggests 

a stronger electric field may exist in the spacer oxide at lower dose rates than 

at the higher dose rates. 

In conclusion, the correlation between the x-ray and 6OCO gain-degrada

tion responses depends on the base-emitter bias during irradiation and on the 
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dose rate. This phenomenon may be related to a time-dependent electric field 

and thus time-dependent charge yield in the base spacer oxides during 

ionizing-radiation exposures. The ability (or inability) to correlate gamma-ray

induced degradation to x-ray-induced degradation has significant implications 

for hardness assurance that will be discussed in chapter five. 

3.9 ANNEALING RESPONSE 

It has been shown for MOS devices that dose-rate effects can be related 

to time-dependent increases in the interface trap density as observed in the 

post-irradiation annealing response of the threshold voltage-shifts [19]. 

However, as will be shown here, the post-irradiation annealing response of 

bipolar transistors is significantly different from the MOS device response. 

Nevertheless, significant insight to the physical mechanisms of the total-dose 

response and possible hardness assurance approaches can be obtained from the 

post-irradiation annealing response. 

The post-irradiation annealing response of polysilicon emitter, NPN 

transistors is shown in Fig. 3.15. At room temperature, the base current 

remains nearly constant at the post-irradiation value. However, the base 

current is significantly reduced after a 30 minute, 100· C annealing cycle, and 

continues to improve during subsequent cycles. Since the base current is very 
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Fig. 3.15. Room-temperature and isochronal post-irradiation annealing 
responses of reverse-biased, polysilicon emitter, NPN XFCB 
transistors. The measurements were taken after exposure to 500 
krad(SiOJ (post-rad) from GOCo at 240 rad(SiOJ/s, and after the 
isochronally annealed parts were annealed for 30 minutes at (A) 
60'C, (B) 100'C, (C) 150'C, (D) 200'C, and then after additional, 
room-temperature anneals for (E) 15 hours, (F) 29 days, and (G) 87 
days. 

sensitive to changes in the surface recombination-center density [28], the large 

improvement in base current suggests that the midgap-Ievel interface traps 

anneal at temperatures at or above lOO'C [29]. The role of the midgap-Ievel 

interface traps will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four. 

Since some of the parts were exposed to elevated temperatures during 

the annealing cycles, it was necessary to wait for the packages to return to 

room temperature (within 3°C) before they were characterized. In addition, 
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there was an overnight cooling of approximately 5°C in the package tempera-

tures during the 15 hour room -temperature annealing cycle. Since the package 

temperatures varied for each measurement, it was necessary to correct the 

data of Fig. 3.15 for temperature variations. The temperature variations were 

responsible for excess base currents that were as much as 40% of the initial 

(pre-irradiation) current. The temperature dependence of the ideal base 

current can be described by the following equation [5]: 

(3.3) 

where K is a constant, ~F is the forward dc current gain, T is the temperature 

in Kelvin, VEE is the junction voltage, k is Boltzmann's constant, and Eg is the 

bandgap energy. This equation ignores the small temperature dependence of 

the diffusion coefficient (contained in the constant, K), and near room 

temperature, Eg is assumed to be 1.12 eV. K and ~F are fitted to the initial 

current data. Though the excess base current caused by the temperature 

variations during the annealing experiment was substantial, it was only about 

1% of the excess base current caused by the ionizing radiation. Based on Eq. 

(3.3), the base current has a sensitivity of 0.03 nA!0 C at room temperature and 

a base-emitter voltage of 0.6 V. The typical, initial base current at VEE = 0.6 

- ------ ----
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V is about 0.4 nA for the devices used in this experiment. After exposure to 

500 krad(SiOJ, the base current can be as much as 10-15 nA at VBE = 0.6 V. 

3.10 SWITCHED-BIAS EXPERIMENTS 

It was noticed that, in cases of irradiating reverse-biased polysilicon 

emitter transistors in the factorial matrix of experiments, the collector current 

would increase in a manner similar to the usual increases in base current. To 

further investigate the role ofthe emitter bias in the total-dose response of the 

polysilicon emitter transistors, polysilicon emitter NPN devices were irradiated 

to 1 Mrad(Si02) with VBE = - 2 V, and then subsequently irradiated to another 

1 Mrad(SiOJ with VBE = 0.5 V. A similar experiment was done where the 

devices were first irradiated to 1 Mrad(SiOJ with VBE = 0.5 V, then irradiated 

to another Mrad(SiOJ with VBE = -2 V, and finally irradiated to another 

Mrad(SiOJ with VBE = 0 V. The dose rate was 1760 rad(SiOJ/s in an x-ray 

source. 

Fig. 3.16 shows the response of both the base and collector currents dur

ing the first, two-stage switched-bias experiment. The collector current in

creases by a factor of five during the first Mrad(SiOJ, and then during the 

second Mrad(Si02), the initial damage is nearly completely removed. These 

results are similar to the radiation-induced charge neutralization observed in 
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Fig. 3.16. Two-stage switched-bias experiment on polysilicon emitter, 
NPN transistors irradiated with x rays at 1760 rad(Si02)/s. VEE = 
0.6V. 

MOS switched-bias experiments where the threshold voltage shifts were 

reversed when the gate bias (the gate-oxide electric field) was reversed 

[20],[21]. 

The results of the second, three-stage switched bias experiment are 

shown in Fig. 3.17. This time, during the first forward-biased irradiation, the 

base current increases, but the collector current is unchanged. However, as 

soon as the bias is reversed, both currents show dramatic increases immediate-

ly. Mter another 200 krad(SiO~, the base current resumes its linear trend. 

The collector current does not reach the same magnitude in this case as in the 

------_ .. -
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Fig. 3.17. Three-stage switched-bias experiment on polysilicon emitter, 
NPN transistors irradiated with x rays at 1760 rad(SiO:z)/s. VBE = 
0.6V. 

first, two-stage switched-bias experiment, but exhibits a saturation after 1.5 

Mrad(SiO:z). During the zero bias phase of the irradiations, the base current 

still increases linearly, but now, the collector current decreases as in the right 

half of Fig. 3.16. 

This phenomenon is not yet understood. However, this may be evidence 

of damage to the polysilicon-silicon interface in the emitter (where the polarity 

of the electric field across the interfacial oxide may be reversed). The 

increased collector current is a voltage-dependent current, and it appears only 

in reverse biased, polysilicon emitter, NPN transistors. The fact that this 

-------_._-----
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Fig.3.1S. Band diagrams for the polysilicon-silicon emitter interface with 
a thin interfacial oxide under (a) forward bias and (b) reverse bias. 

occurs only in NPN polysilicon emitter transistors and not standard emitter 

transistors suggests that the ionizing radiation may induce interface traps at 

the polysilicon-silicon interface. 

As VBE across this interface increases during the voltage sweep of the 1-V 

characterization, an increasingly negative bias is applied to the emitter while 

the base is grounded. This leads to an upward bend in the energy bands 

across this interface as in Fig. 3.18 (a). The negatively charged interface traps 

in the upper half of the bandgap will reduce the voltage drop across the oxide 

since the polysilicon also has negative charge. Thus, as ionizing radiation 

induces more interface traps, there is a larger effective bias at the base emitter 

------~--~--~--
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junction for a given applied bias. This enhanced bias will cause both Ie and IB 

to increase as exp(VjI Vt ), where Vj is the internal junction bias and Vt is the 

thermal voltage. 

As the emitter is biased more negatively, the bands bend further up, and 

some of the negatively charged interface traps neutralize as they cross the 

Fermi level. Thus, at larger biases, fewer traps are negatively charged, and 

more of the applied voltage is dropped across the oxide. Therefore, the internal 

junction bias is not so strongly enhanced as at lower applied biases. This may 

be the basis for the observed base-emitter voltage dependence of the excess 

collector current. 

The role of the bias during irradiation can also be understood in terms 

of the accumulation of interface traps at the polysilicon-silicon interface. 

During ionizing-radiation exposure of reverse-biased devices (as in Fig. 3.18 

(b)), a positive bias is applied to the emitter polysilicon. This sets up an 

electric field across the interfacial oxide that points from the polysilicon to the 

silicon. In analogy to MOSFET degradation, such a bias condition leads to the 

accumulation of damage on the silicon side of the oxide where variations in the 

surface potential will vary the charge in the interface traps. When the device 

is forward-biased during the irradiation (as in Fig. 3.18 (a)), the electric field 

points in the opposite direction. Therefore, the damage accumulates on the 

degenerately-doped polysilicon side of the interfacial oxide where it has little 
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effect on the performance of the device. Reversing the electric field polarity 

across the polysilicon-silicon interface during continued radiation exposure 

then has the effect of reversing the original damage. 

Another possible explanation for the increased collector current is the 

existence of a leakage path (inversion layer) along the base surface between 

the collector and emitter. In this explanation, the differences in the base 

surface conditions of the polysilicon and standard emitter transistors may 

account for the collector current increases. The apparent voltage dependence 

of the collector current in this case would be the result of changing VeE during 

the 1-V measurement. However, since in Fig. 3.16, the collector current begins 

to flow immediately, this explanation for the increased collector current 

requires the unlikely condition that the surface of the base is at the threshold 

of inversion even before the start of the irradiation. In fact, calculations show 

that the density of oxide charge required to invert the surface of the base in 

XFCB transistors is greater than 1012 cm-2
• As will be discussed in the next 

chapter, it is not likely such charge densities are achieved in these devices, 

even after 500 krad(SiOJ total dose. Furthermore, this explanation does not 

account for the reversibility of the damage, since it is not possible to reverse 

the polarity of the fringing fields in the base spacer oxides by reversing the 

bias. 

-----.~--.•.. 
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One other possibility for the increased collector current involves trap-

assisted tunneling at the polysilicon-silicon interface. This is normally a 

negligible current component in polysilicon emitter transistors [30],[31]. But 

in the presence of a high density of traps at the interface, trap-assisted 

tunneling may account for an increase in the collector current. In this case, 

the reversibility may again be accounted for by the reversibility of the electric 

field in the interfacial oxide. Further characterization of the polysilicon-silicon 

interface following ionizing-radiation exposure is required to identify the 

mechanisms that may be responsible for the increased collector current. 

3.11 SUMMARY 

In summary, the total-dose gain degradation in modern bipolar 

transistors results from the accumulation of radiation induced oxide charge 

and interface traps at the surface near the base-emitter junction. The gain 

degradation can be characterized in terms of the change in the base current 

following irradiation. The magnitude of the excess base current is directly 

proportional to the emitter perimeter. The excess base current increases with 

total dose with a slope on a log-log plot that is greater than one for 

dielectrically-isolated devices with base and emitter implants such as the 
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XFCB and UHF-l transistors. For the junction-isolated CB devices, the slope 

is less than one. 

It was also shown that altering the base surface condition by means of 

a plug/ring structure had a small effect on the device performance. The ring 

was probably sufficiently far from the base-emitter junction in the devices 

tested that it did not significantly alter the surface characteristics near the 

junction. 

One of the strongest effects observed in the total-dose response of bipolar 

transistors is the effect of the transistor polarity. NPN transistors exhibit 

greater degradation than PNP devices: the positive oxide charge depletes the 

base surface of the NPN device, but it depletes the emitter surface of the PNP 

device. Since the emitter of the PNP is more highly doped than the base of the 

NPN, the effect of the oxide charge is reduced. 

Another strong effect is the effect of the emitter technology. Standard 

emitter devices exhibit greater degradation than polysilicon-emitter transistors. 

The difference may be due to different base surface conditions resulting from 

different emitter implants in the base spacer oxides. 

The total-dose response of modem bipolar transistors is also dependent 

on base-emitter bias during irradiation and on dose rate. These two factors 

interact strongly such that at high dose rates, reverse bias is the worst-case 

bias during irradiation. However, at low dose rates, forward bias is the worst-
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case bias during irradiation. Furthermore, the degradation at low dose rates 

is always worse than the degradation at higher dose rates. These effects may 

be related to the electric-field dependence of the charge yield in the spacer 

oxides. The results are consistent with a time-dependent electric field and 

thus a time-dependent charge yield. 

Charge yield issues were further investigated by comparing the BOCo 

response to the x-ray response. For devices irradiated under zero bias 

conditions, the GOCo gamma-ray response was worse than the x-ray response 

by a factor of about two, since the higher energy gamma-rays generate more 

charge in the oxide. However, for devices irradiated under reverse bias 

conditions, the x-ray response was worse than the 6OCo response due to the 

dose-enhancement effects of the secondary electrons produced by the x rays in 

the platinum-silicide metallization. 

Furthermore, the post-irradiation annealing results suggest that the 

interface trap density reduces significantly when irradiated devices are 

annealed at temperatures at or above 100·C. Therefore, the dose-rate effects 

cannot be described by time-dependent increases in the interface-trap density 

as in MOS devices. 

Finally, the collector current was seen to increase with total dose in 

polysilicon emitter devices irradiated under reverse-bias conditions. This 

damage could be reversed by switching the bias to forward bias during 
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subsequent irradiations. This may be evidence for damage to the polysilicon-

silicon interface. 
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CHAPTER 4 - MODELING TOTAL-DoSE EFFECTS IN 

THE BASE CURRENT OF BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As discussed in the previous chapters, ionizing radiation degrades the 

current gain of bipolar transistors by increasing the surface recombination cur

rent in the base. The excess current is a result of the interaction of two types 

of radiation-induced damage: the net oxide charge density and the midgap-level 

interface-trap density. This chapter applies a model for the surface recombina

tion current [3], [28] to separately identify the effects of both types of damage 

on the current gain of bipolar transistors. The model predictions are compared 

to 2-D PISCES simulations [32] and experiments performed on Analog Devices' 

XFCB transistors. 

In anMOS device, radiation-induced damage causes a threshold-voltage 

shift that is a linear combination of the shifts produced by the trapped oxide 

charge and the charge in the interface traps. The oxide charge density is 

independent of surface potential, but changes in the oxide charge density 

changes the surface potential. On the other hand, the charge in the interface 

traps is a function of surface potential. 
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In contrast to MOS devices, radiation-induced damage in a bipolar 

transistor causes increases in the base current that are the product of the 

effects produced by the net oxide-charge density and the midgap-Ievel interface 

traps. In the bipolar case, the net oxide-charge density is taken to be the sum 

of the trapped oxide charge and the charge in the interface traps. For 

simplicity, the model discussed in this chapter assumes that this net oxide 

charge is independent of the surface potential. Instead, the surface potential 

is altered by the net oxide-charge density. On the other hand, the midgap

level interface traps are the subset of all interface traps that have trap 

energies near midgap. Since these traps have energies near midgap, they are 

very effective recombination centers and are thus also referred to as the 

surface recombination centers. 

The effect of each type of damage on the base current of a bipolar 

transistor can modeled by Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory [28],[33], 

[34],[35]. In addition, using a simple analytical model for the base surface 

potential, an intuitive understanding of the superlinear total-dose dependence 

of the excess base current can be gained. More detailed models of the surface 

potential can be used to determine values of the net oxide-charge density and 

midgap-level interface-trap density from a knowledge of the voltage depen

dence of the excess base current. 

--- -- --- ----------- ------ ~---
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4.2 MODEL 

The surface effects in pen junctions were studied extensively in the 

1960's [23], [28], [36]. Reddi [28] developed a model for the surface recombina

tion from the Shockley-Read-Hall theory that included the effects of the surface 

potential. This chapter will summarize and extend this model. An expression 

for the change in surface potential with accumulating oxide charge is derived 

from Gauss's law, assuming a spatially uniform charge distribution [37], [38]. 

The expression for the change in the surface potential with total dose can then 

be combined with different models of the surface potential distribution that is 

induced by the surface doping profiles. Once the surface potential is known, 

it can be substituted in the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate equation. 

The expression for the recombination rate is then integrated over the 

appropriate base surface region to get the total recombination current at the 

surface. 

4.2.1 RECOMBINATION RATE 

There are four processes involved in recombination-generation [33]: 

electron capture, electron emission, hole capture, and hole emission. The 

electron capture rate is proportional to the electron density, n, and the density 
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of available (unoccupied) recombination centers or traps, PT' The electron 

emission rate is simply proportional to the number of filled traps, nT' under the 

assumption that the conduction band is nearly empty. Similar arguments can 

be applied to the hole processes. Thus, the rate equations for recombination 

can be written as 

r N = CnPT II - en liT 

rp = cpnTP - epPT 
(4.1) 

where rN and rp are the electron and hole net recombination rates, cn and cp are 

the electron and hole capture coefficients, and en and ep are the electron and 

hole emission coefficients. 

A relationship between the capture and emission coefficients can be 

established by invoking the condition of detailed balance. That is, under 

equilibrium conditions, the electron and hole recombination rates are 

identically zero. It is also assumed that the non-equilibrium coefficients are 

approximately unchanged from their equilibrium values. Thus, Eq. (4.1) can 

be rewritten as 

rN = cn (PT II - nTn1) 

rp = cp(nTP - PTPl) 
(4.2) 

where n 1 and PI represent the carrier densities that would exist if the Fermi 

level coincided with the trap level. 
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Under steady state conditions, the electron and hole recombination rates 

are equal. This determines the number of filled (or empty) traps, nT (or PT)' 

If the total volume density of traps is NT (= nT + PT)' then the steady state 

recombination rate per unit volume is 

(4.3) 

Physically, the capture coefficients are related to the thermal velocity, V1h' and 

capture cross sections, (j'n and (j'p' via 

Cn=On'Vth 

cp = op'Vth 

'Vth = bkT/m· 
(4.4) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the carrier temperature in Kelvin, and 

m" is the carrier effective mass. 

4.2.2 CARRIER DENSITIES 

In this discussion, the reference for the surface potential is chosen as the 

midgap potential, as sho~ in Fig. 4.1. The surface potential on the n-side of 

the base-emitter junction, far from the junction (in the absence of oxide charge 

or bias) is the Fermi potential, q>n' On the p-side, far from the junction, the 

----~---.-.-
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of the surface potential at the emitter-base 
junction. The reference potential is the midgap potential. 

surface potential is again the Fermi potential, <pp. For an n+-p junction, the 

potential is approximately constant in the heavily doped emitter region, while 

the potential varies parabolically (in a one-dimensional model) near the 

junction in the lightly doped material. The form of the potential will be 

discussed in more detail in sections 4.2.5 and 4.3.2. 

The surface carrier densities can now be defined in terms of the surface 

potential using the reference of Fig. 4.1. The carrier concentrations are 

----- ----"-
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n = njexp[p l/Is{y,Nox)] 
(4.5) 

p = njexp[-p (l/Is(y,Nox) - VBE)] 

where ni is the intrinsic carrier density (1010 cm·3 at room temperature) and ~ 

= 1/ V,. V, is the thermal voltage and is approximately 0.0258 V at room 

temperature. The expressions for the electron and hole concentrations are 

valid for either side of the junction and are independent of the actual form of 

the surface potential, 'l'B' The dependence of'l'B on y and No% will be discussed 

below for a couple of different models. 

4.2.3 SIMPLIFICATIONS 

The following assumptions are made to simplify the form of the 

recombination rate equation as expressed in Eq. (4.3). First, it is assumed that 

the surface recombination centers are single-trap levels with energies at 

midgap. (These surface recombination centers will be called the "midgap-Ievel 

interface traps" and are denoted by the areal density, Nmt.) Since the energy 

dependence of the recombination rate is sharply peaked for trap energies near 

midgap (assuming the electron and hole capture cross sections are equal) [33], 

the resulting expression gives the maximum recombination rate. This 

assumption has the effect of making the effective carrier densities, n 1 and P l' 
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both equal to the intrinsic carrier density. The assumption that the capture 

coefficients for electrons and holes are the same allows the individual capture 

cross sections to be replaced with an effective capture cross section, cr. In 

addition, the thermal velocity is assumed to be the same for both carriers. 

Making these simplifications in Eq. (4.4) and substituting Eq. (4.5), the 

surface recombination rate per unit surface area can be written as 

~ vsnj[exp(p VBE) - 1] 
R=----~---------- (4.6) 

exp(p VBE/2) cosh{P[VS(YI Nox ) - VBE/2ll + 1 

where Us = cruthN mt is the surface recombination velocity. This is a simplified 

form of the expression developed by Heddi [28]. 

4.2.4 NET OXIDE-CHARGE EFFECTS 

In this model, it is assumed that the ionizing radiation produces a 

uniform sheet of net positive oxide charge in the spacer oxide that is 

independent of the surface potential and is near the surface of the base-emitter 

junction as shown in Fig. 4.2. Fig. 4.2 shows an idealized diode structure that 

was implemented in PISCES simulations for initial evaluations of the base 

current model. The structure is referred to as a liT-structure" because of its 

"T"-like geometry. The "T-structure" diode represents an idealized emitter-
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Fig. 4.2. Schematic cross section of an idealized "T-structure" diode used 
in initial PISCES simulations. The "T" formed by the spacer oxide 
over the base-emitter junction is intended to represent a simplified 
cross section of the base-emitter-surface junction of the bipolar 
transistor. 

base region near the surface of a bipolar transistor. Fig. 4.2 shows the uniform 

oxide charge as well as the base depletion regions due to the junction and the 

oxide charge. This net positive charge will have the effect of accumulating n-

type silicon or depleting p-type silicon at the oxide-silicon interface. For a 

typical NPN transistor, the emitter surface potential will be unchanged 

because of the degenerate surface doping concentration and the relatively small 

density of oxide-trapped charge. However, the surface of the base will become 

depleted as shown in Fig. 4.2 (assuming flatband conditions exist prior to the 

introduction of the trapped charge). 
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Far from the junction, charge neutrality conditions must exist across the 

oxide-silicon interface. To achieve charge neutrality, the surface depletion 

region must satisfy the equation, 

(4.7) 

where q is the elementary electronic charge, Nox is the areal density of the net 

oxide charge, NAB is the base surface doping concentration, and xD is the depth 

of the depletion region into the silicon (the x direction; the y direction is in the 

plane of the interface, as in Fig. 4.2). Solving for XD' the result is 

(4.8) 

The potential difference between the oxide and the bulk silicon can be 

found by analogy to the n+-p junction. Therefore, the change in surface 

potential caused by the presence of a uniform sheet of net positive charge in 

the oxide is, by analogy to an n + -p abrupt junction, 

(4.9) 

The second equality was obtained by substitution of Eq. (4.8) for xD• The 

permittivity of silicon is denoted by BSi' This potential is superimposed on the 

potential generated by the base-emitter junction and any bias on that junction. 

This approximation is accurate far from the emitter-base junction where the 
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two-dimensional effects are negligible. However, near the junction, where the 

recombination rate is largest, the two-dimensional effects are not accurately 

accounted for. More accurate approaches will be discussed in sections 4.3.2 

and 4.4.3. 

4.2.5 1-D MODEL FOR THE JUNCTION POTENTIAL 

For simplicity, a simple, one-dimensional model of the surface potential 

will be discussed to develop some basic insights into the roles of the net oxide 

charge and the midgap-level interface-trap density. Later, more accurate, yet 

more complex, models will be discussed. In the standard, one-dimensional 

model for the potential of an n + -p junction, the potential is parabolic. In the 

reference frame of Fig. 4.1, the surface potential can be expressed as follows: 

L<O w 
0:;; L :;; 1 (4.10) 

W 

The effects of the junction bias and the net oxide charge (containing contribu-

tions from both the oxide-trapped charges and the charged interface traps) 
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have been included. The junction depletion layer width is represented by W, 

while the built-in junction potential is represented by 'IIbi. 

There is a small, non-physical discontinuity in the surface potential at 

y = 0, since it is assumed that the net oxide charge uniformly shifts the surface 

potential at all values of y. As pointed out in the next section, there are other 

inaccuracies in this model of the surface potential, and it turns out that in 

terms of the recombination rate, the discontinuity at the origin is really 

insignificant. 

4.3 ApPLICATION OF THE MODEL 

Equations (4.6) and (4.10) define the model. This model will be 

compared below to PISCES simulations of the "T" structure of Fig. 4.2 with 

NDE = 1020 cm-3 in the emitter, and NAB = 1017 cm-3 in the base. 

Eq. (4.6) can be separated into its numerator and denominator 

components to study the effects of ionizing radiation on the base surface 

current in two steps. Only the denominator is dependent on the net oxide

charge density, NO%' and this dependency is contained in the surface potential 

term, 'lis. The numerator is independent of the net oxide-charge density but, 

instead, depends on the midgap-Ievel interface-trap density through the surface 

recombination velocity, Vs = aVthNmt. The effect of No% is to change the surface 

------------ --
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potential and thus the shape of the recombination rate curve as discussed 

below. On the other hand, Nmt simply scales the magnitude of the recombina-

tion rate. The product of the two effects can lead to the superlinear total-dose 

dependence of the excess base current as in Fig. 3.1, for example. 

The effects of the two types of radiation-induced damage can readily be 

simulated using a 2-D simulation code like PISCES. The effects of the net 

oxide charge can be simulated by introducing a sheet of positive charge at the 

silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Furthermore, the effects of the midgap-Ievel 

interface-trap density can be directly included via the surface recombination 

velocity. 

4.3.1 NET-OXIDE-CHARGE EFFECTS 

Fig. 4.3 compares the parabolic model of the surface potential to the 

surface potential of the "T"-structure as calculated with PISCES for various 

values of net oxide-charge density. The junction was biased at 0.3 V forward 

bias. (The low bias of 0.3 V was chosen to emphasize the effects of the 

radiation-induced damage on the recombination rate; the trends observed for 

this bias are similarly observed for higher biases, as will be demonstrated in 

-
Fig. 4.8.) For the case with no net oxide charge, the parabolic potential gives 

a reasonably good approximation to the 2-D PISCES potential. However, the 

-------_ .... ---_.-
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Fig. 4.3. Comparison of the one-dimensional parabolic surface-potential 
model to PISCES simulations of the T-structure of Fig. 4.2. VEE = 
0.3 V. 

approximation becomes increasingly inaccurate as charge is introduced in the 

oxide. In these cases, the two-dimensional effects become increasingly 

significant, and so the one-dimensional model of the potential is not accurate 

near the junction where the two-dimensional effects are significant. N everthe-

less, the qualitative trend of increasing surface potential with increasing 

charge density is described by the analytical model. 

If Eq. (4.10) is used in Eq. (4.6), the spatial variations in the recombi-

nation rate can be calculated. In Fig. 4.4, the recombination rate as calculated 

with Eq. (4.6) is compared to PISCES calculations of the surface recombination 
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Fig. 4.4. Recombination rate at the base surface as calculated using Eqs. 
(4.6) and (4.10) and compared to the recombination rate calculated 
with PISCES simulations of the "T"-structure of Fig. 4.2. 

rate in the "Til-structure of Fig. 4.2. (PISCES uses Eq. (4.6) in conjunction 

with its own, 2-D calculation of the surface potential to calculate the surface 

recombination rate.) The inaccuracies in the one-dimensional parabolic ap-

proximation to the potential become more pronounced in the recombination 

rate. The positions and widths of the peaks in the recombination rate near the 

junction where the 2-D effects are significant do not match. Nevertheless, 

there are three main trends that are qualitatively consistent in both the one-

dimensional model and the PISCES simulations. Specifically, with increasing 

oxide charge, the width of the peak of recombination rate increases, the 
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position of the peak recombination rate shifts farther away from the junction, 

and the magnitude of the recombination rate along the base surface far from 

the junction increases. These phenomena are significant because the post

irradiation excess base current is the integral of the recombination rate, or in 

other words, the excess base current is proportional to the area under the 

recombination-rate curve. Thus, as the area under the curves in Fig. 4.4 

increases, the excess base current increases. 

The peak recombination rate occurs at the point where the majority 

carrier density is equal to the minority carrier density. This condition is called 

cross-over and is demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. As the surface potential increases 

due to accumulation of radiation-induced oxide charge, the cross-over point 

moves away from the junction and occurs where the carrier densities vary less 

rapidly with position (on less steep portions of the curves). The more gradual 

variation in position accounts for the increased width of the peak of the 

recombination rate. 

Analytically, the position of the peak of the recombination rate can be 

found by setting the derivative of Eq. (4.6) to zero and solving for the value of 

y that will satisfy this relation. Intuitively, however, inspection of Eq. (4.6) re

veals that only the hyperbolic cosine in the denominator is dependent on the 

material doping densities, net oxide-charge density, and the position, y. The 

recombination rate takes its maximum value when the hyperbolic cosine takes 
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Fig. 4.5 Carrier densities in the base calculated using the surface 
potential of Eq. (4.10) for different values of oxide charge density. 
NAB = 1017 cm-3

, NDE = 1020 cm-3
, VBE = 0.3 V. 

its minimum value of one. This occurs when the argument of the hyperbolic 

cosine term vanishes. That is, the maximum recombination rate occurs when 

(4.11) 

This condition implies that both the minority and majority carrier concentra-

tions are equal and equivalent to ni exp(~VBE/ 2) (see Eq. (4.5)). 

This model also predicts a saturation of the effects due to the net oxide 

charge. As the net oxide-charge density continues to increase, the peak in the 

recombination rate continues to move away from the junction. When the peak 
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occurs at the edge of the base depletion region (y = W), the entire base surface 

is at the cross-over condition. Thus, the maximum recombination rate occurs 

over the entire base surface. The peak recombination rate occurs at y = W 

when 

(4.12) 

With VEE = 0.3 V, the entire base surface reaches cross-over at Nox = 5.9 X 1011 

cm -2. As the net oxide charge builds up beyond this point, the cross-over point 

now begins to move away from the surface and deeper into the silicon. Thus, 

the contribution of the net oxide charge to the surface recombination rate, 

which is now constant over the entire base surface, decreases. However, bulk 

recombination increases and should be accounted for. If the bulk lifetime is 

much longer than the surface lifetime, the total recombination will decrease as 

the cross-over point moves away from the surface. Furthermore, in Eq. (4.6), 

the surface recombination rate is the product of the contributions from the net 

oxide-charge density and the midgap-Ievel interface-trap density. Therefore, 

although the contribution of the net oxide charge to the surface recombination 

rate may decrease, the contribution of the midgap-Ievel interface traps will 

continue to increase. Therefore, the total surface recombination rate continues 

to increase, albeit less rapidly perhaps, as the total accumulated dose 

----- ---------
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increases. This shows up as a lessening of the slope of the tV B curves at higher 

total doses, as seen most strikingly in Fig. 3.11. 

4.3.2 SEMI-EMPIRICAL, 2-D SURFACE POTENTIAL MODEL 

As pointed out above, when the two-dimensional effects in the surface 

potential are neglected, the calculation of the recombination rate is very 

inaccurate. One simple, 2-D model, that is based on the MOSFETsaturation-

region model of EI-Mansy and Boothroyd [39] and that is often used in hot-

electron modeling [40], approximates the surface potential with a decaying 

exponential function. In this model, the surface potential can be written, using 

the reference frame of Fig. 4.1, as 

Ws(y,N(I%) = 
[1Jrbi -VBE -1!:.1Jr(Nox)]exp( -mylW) -4>p + VBE + I!:. l\1(Nox) , 

1.<0 w 
O~L . 

w 
(4.13) 

In this form, all of the two dimensional effects are modeled in the single 

parameter, m. m- l is a characteristic width of the depletion along the surface 

near the junction that is due to the interaction of the junction and oxide fields. 

In comparing this model to PISCES results, m is treated as a fitting parameter 

that can be adjusted to match the position of the peak in the recombination 
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rate as calculated in PISCES. Again, the peak in the recombination rate is 

located at the point where the argument of the hyperbolic cosine in the 

denominator of Eq. (4.6) vanishes. To match the position of the peak 

recombination rate in the PISCES data, the parameter m must satisfy 

(4.14) 

where Ypk is the position of the peak recombination rate in the PISCES data. 

Using this 2-D model, the PISCES results can be accurately modeled 

with simple analytic equations. Fig. 4.6 shows the same PISCES data as in 

Fig. 4.3, but this time the calculated potential is calculated with Eq. (4.13). 

The agreement is much better than that given by the parabolic approximation 

to the potential. 

The improved accuracy of the exponential model becomes much more 

apparent in the calculation of the recombination rate. Fig. 4.7 shows the 

simulated and calculated recombination rates using the exponential model of 

the potential. This model more accurately predicts the widening of the peak 

in the recombination rate. Consequently, this exponential model of the surface 

potential will give a more accurate prediction of the recombination current 

than the parabolic model. 
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Fig. 4.6. Comparison of the exponential potential model to PISCES 
simulations of the "T"-structure. NAB = 1017 em-a, NnE = 1020 cm-3

, 

VBE = 0.3 V. 
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Fig. 4.7. Recombination rate calculations using the exponential potential 
model of Eq. (4.13) compared to PISCES simulations of the "Til
structure. NAB = 1017 cm-3

, NnE = 1020 cm-3
, VBE = 0.3 V. 
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4.3.3 "REAL" DEVICE STRUCTURES 

So far, the models have been compared to PISCES simulations of a "T"

structure device with a step doping profile as in Fig. 4.2. However, real 

devices have more complex geometries and doping profiles. In fact, due to the 

lateral diffusion of the emitter, the emitter doping profile may have a Gaussian 

or error-function dependence, and near the junction, the emitter and base 

doping densities may be comparable in magnitude. As a result, the recombina

tion rate curves look, in reality, considerably different from those discussed so 

far. 

PISCES simulations were conducted on structures representing the real 

geometries and doping profiles of Analog Devices' XFCB transistors. Fig. 4.8 

shows the typical recombination rate curves along the surface near the base

emitter junction of the XFCB transistors. Note that, due to the Gaussian 

profile of the lateral emitter diffusion, the initial peak recombination rate 

occurs on the emitter side of the junction. In fact, the junction is more nearly 

an n-p junction as opposed to being and n+-p junction. Consequently, a large 

fraction of the bias is dropped on the emitter side of the junction. The PISCES 

results for the real structures are the results that should be used as the 

standard to which the model calculations are compared. In fact, as will be 

discussed in section 4.4.3, the PISCES results can be used as input to an 

----- ----------
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Fig. 4.8. Recombination rate as calculated in PISCES simulations of 
XFCB transistors. VBE = 0.6 V. 

algorithm to separately determine the net oxide-charge density and the surface 

recombination rate at a given level of total dose. 

4.3.4 EFFECTS OF THE MIDGAP-LEVEL INTERFACE-TRAP DENSITY 

The influence of the midgap-Ievel interface-trap density is seen only in 

the numerator of Eq. (4.6), which is directly related to the surface recombina-

tion velocity, VS' The surface recombination rate may be said to scale the 

effects of the net oxide charge that are discussed in section 4.3.1. Specifically, 

as the surface recombination velocity increases due to increases in the 
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Fig. 4.9. Effect of changing the surface recombination velocity in PISCES 
simulations of the current gain of an XFCB NPN transistor. Inset 
shows measured gain data for comparison. The surface recombina
tion velocity in the "default" simulation was the PISCES default 
value, where the surface lifetime is equal to the bulk lifetime. 

radiation-induced, midgap-Ievel interface-trap density, the magnitude of the 

recombination rate increases proportionately. Thus, the surface recombination 

current also increases proportionately. The effect on the simulated current 

gain of changing the surface recombination velocity (crvthN mJ is demonstrated 

in Fig. 4.9. The simulation results were obtained from doping profiles and de-

vice geometries corresponding to the measured data in Fig. 4.9. Most of the 

gain degradation can be attributed to increases in the midgap-Ievel interface-

trap density, since a surface recombination velocity of 104 cm/s corresponds 

roughly to the degradation at 1 Mrad(SiOJ (without any oxide charge present). 

----_. __ ._ .•.. 
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4.4 EFFECTS-SEPARATION ANALYSIS 

4.4.1 RECAPITULATION 

As mentioned in section 4.3.1, the base surface recombination current 

is the integral over the base surface of the recombination rate. In developing 

a model for the base surface recombination current, I B, Burf-Tee' the following 

assumptions were made: (a) the only significant contributions to recombination 

are made by interface traps with energy levels near midgap, denoted as N mt 

(for "midgap traps "); (b) the carrier-capture cross-sections of the holes and 

electrons are assumed equal for simplicityl; and (c) the net oxide charge, NO%' 

is uniformly distributed in the oxide over the base and is independent of 

surface potential. 

Under these assumptions, the base surface recombination current can 

be expressed as 

1 This assumption can readily be removed; see [28]. 
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IB.suT/-rec = ~qvSniPE[eXp(p VBE) - l]x 

fYSB __ --"--dy ---

o 1 + exp( p VBE/2) cosh{ ~[Vs(y,NO%) - VBE/2]} , 

(4.15) 

where YSB is the width of the base region along the surface and PE is the 

emitter perimeter as discussed in section 3.2 and defined in Fig. 3.2. The base 

surface potential, 'l's{y, No;,)' can be obtained from 2-D numerical simulations, 

or analytical approximations to the surface potential (such as the 1-D, abrupt-

junction, depletion approximation in Eq. (4.10), for example). In an NPN 

transistor, the net oxide charge depletes the base surface and leads to an 

increase in the surface potential that is determined from Gauss's law (Eq. 

(4.9». 

4.4.2 EFFECTS-SEPARATION ANALYSIS USING THE PARABOLIC SURFACE-

POTENTIAL MODEL 

For a given device, if the transistor geometry and surface doping levels 

are known, Eq.'s (4.15) and (4.10) can be applied to radiation-induced excess 

base current data to estimate the net oxide-charge density and the surface 

recombination velocity necessary to produce the given excess base current. For 

a given base-emitter bias, VBE, the unknown variables in Eq. (4.15) are Vs and 
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Nox' Thus, if the radiation-induced excess base current is measured for two 

values of applied VBE, then equating Eq. (4.15) with the excess base current at 

each of the two voltages yields two equations for the two unknowns. That is, 

III I = 1 I B VBEI B,SU1f-rec VBEl 
(4.16) 

IlIBIVBE% = IB,SU1f-reclvBE2 • 

Estimates for the radiation-induced net oxide-charge density and surface 

recombination velocity are obtained from a simultaneous numerical solution 

of the two nonlinear equations. 

The results of one such calculation are shown in Fig. 4.10 where the net 

oxide-charge density, Nox, and the surface recombination velocity, vs' have been 

estimated for each level of total dose. There are two important trends to be 

noticed in Fig. 4.10. First, the net oxide-charge density is large, even for low 

total dose, and it is relatively constant with increasing total dose. Second, the 

excess base current is approximately simply proportional to the surface 

recombination velocity. The first observation may imply that a large oxide-

charge density exists in the base spacer oxides even before irradiation. This 

is not unreasonable since these oxides are heavily implanted during the 

formation of the emitter and base regions. Consequently, the radiation-

induced oxide charges may comprise only a very small fraction of the total 

oxide charge, and the net oxide-charge density may then be insensitive to the 
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Fig. 4.10. Estimated values of the net oxide-charge density and surface 
recombination velocity using the parabolic surface potential model. 
The measured excess base current at VEE = 0.6 V for an XFCB NPN 
transistor is shown for comparison. 

total dose. The second observation implies that the excess base current is 

almost entirely due to an increase in the density of surface recombination 

centers. Thus, the excess base current is very sensitive to the midgap-Ievel 

interface-trap density. This observation is consistent with Fig. 4.9, where it 

is shown that most of the gain degradation can be accounted for by only 

changing the surface recombination current. 
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4.4.3 IMPROVING THE ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTS 

Since the one-dimensional parabolic model of the surface potential does 

not accurately match the peak of the recombination rate, the estimates for the 

net oxide-charge density and the surface recombination velocity obtained in the 

last section may be in error by perhaps as much as an order of magnitude. 

More accurate estimates could be obtained by using the exponential, 2-D model 

of the surface potential in Eq. (4.13). In this case, simultaneous solution of 

three equations in three unknowns is required. However, as demonstrated by 

comparing Fig. 4.7 to Fig. 4.8, even this exponential model of the surface 

potential does not adequately match the real conditions of the actual device. 

On the other hand, to achieve accurate estimates of the net oxide-charge 

density and the surface recombination velocity, PISCES can be used to 

calculate the actual potential distribution for various combinations of applied 

bias and net oxide charge. The different potential distributions can then be 

input into the model equations to algebraically determine the corresponding 

values of surface recombination velocity required to produce the measured 

values of MB• For example, the surface potential of an NPN XFCB transistor 

can be calculated using PISCES with the applied biases and oxide charge 

densities listed in Table 4.1. 
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NozJ = N0z2 = Nor3 = NOZ4 = 
v. (Crn/S) 6xlO!l cm-2 7xlOll cm-2 8xlOl1 cm-2 9X1011 cm-2 

VBEJ = 0.45 200.00 173.33 146.67 120.00 

VBE2 = 0.50 413.33 320.00 226.67 146.67 

VBEJ = 0.55 760.00 506.67 306.67 160.00 

VBE4 = 0.60 520.00 346.67 213.33 120.00 

Average 473.33 336.67 223.33 136.67 

Standard Deviation 201.66 118.27 56.86 17.32 

Table 4.1 Surface recombination velocities calculated for the surface 
potential distributions given by PISCES simulations of XFCB 
transistors for the given bias and oxide charge density combina
tions. The surface recombination velocities were calculated from the 
measured excess base current at a total dose of 10 krad(SiOJ. 

First, the bias and net oxide-charge density are input to PISCES. The 

PISCES simulations yield accurate results for the surface potential based upon 

the "real ll device geometries and doping profiles. Therefore, the result is a 

matrix of surface potential distributions for the various combinations of bias 

and oxide-charge density. Second, these surface potential distributions can 

then be used in the recombination current equation, Eq. (4.15), in place of 

"'s(Y, No:). Finally, by dividing the measured excess base current at a given 
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total dose by the resulting values of the integral from the second step, a matrix 

of values for the surface recombination velocity can be constructed similar to 

the one in Table 4.1. 

Since the surface recombination velocity, Vs = crvthNmt, is independent of 

the applied bias, the column in which the values for surface recombination 

velocity have the smallest standard deviation should identify both the 

appropriate value of the surface recombination velocity and the net oxide 

charge for the given total dose. The results of Table 4.1 suggest that at a total 

dose of 10 krad(SiOJ, the excess base current is produced by a net oxide

charge density of about 1012 cm-2 and a surface recombination velocity of about 

140 crn/s. As with the estimates obtained using the parabolic surface-potential 

model, there is a large density of oxide charge even for small total doses. 

Again, this is consistent with the possible existence of large pre-irradiation 

oxide-charge densities due to the implanted ions. On the other hand, the 

surface recombination velocity is about 8-times the value estimated with the 

one-dimensional model. 

This approach to estimating the densities of the radiation-induced oxide 

charges and midgap-Ievel interface traps has the advantage of including the 

two-dimensional effects and the spatial dependence of the doping profiles. 

Thus, the estimates are more accurate to the real oxide charge density and 

midgap-Ievel interface-trap density present in the base spacer oxide. Conse-
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quently, this technique can be used as the standard to which other simpler and 

more general techniques may be compared. 

The main disadvantage of this approach is the need to do many 2-D 

simulations. Also, this approach depends on the specific device technology 

being studied. In other words, the results obtained for one technology may not 

be extended to another technology. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 

This chapter reviews the main conclusions of this work. The implica

tions for assuring the radiation hardness of bipolar transistors will be 

discussed in terms of possible hardening techniques, and recommendations for 

hardness-assurance testing will be made. Finally, recommendations for 

continued study of the gain degradation of bipolar transistors will be made. 

5.1 SUMMARY 

5.1.1 GAIN DEGRADATION TRENDS 

The gain of bipolar transistors is reduced by ionizing-radiation-induced 

damage. This damage takes the form of fixed oxide charge and interface traps 

in the base spacer oxides that lie over the surface-base-emitter junction. The 

oxide charges and interface traps enhance the surface recombination current 

and cause an increase in the base current. Consequently, the low current gain 

is most significantly affected, while the peak gain shifts to higher current 

levels. 

--- ------ ----
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In this work, modern BiCMOS compatible bipolar transistors were 

exposed to ionizing radiation from both GOCo and x-ray sources at several dose 

rates with different applied biases on the various devices. The significant 

effects are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

First, the magnitude of the radiation-induced excess base current is 

directly proportional to the emitter perimeter. As the total dose increases, 

greater portions of the base current flow to the perimeter of the device until 

nearly all the base current is surface recombination current. This implies that 

the degradation occurs at the surface near the base emitter junction. Thus, 

the base spacer oxides that lie over the base-emitter junction are the key 

oxides involved in the total-dose gain degradation mechanisms. 

Second, NPN transistors exhibit greater degradation than PNP 

transistor by a factor of about 2. The positive oxide charge depletes the base 

surface of an NPN transistor and the emitter surface of a PNP transistor. 

Since the emitter is more heavily doped than the base, higher oxide charge 

densities are required in PNP oxides to induce the same recombination current 

as in an NPN device. Thus, PNP transistors are less susceptible to the 

damage induced by ionizing radiation than NPN transistors. 

Furthermore, the quantity of charge generated and trapped in an oxide 

during exposure to ionizing radiation is a function of the electric fields in the 

oxide. Therefore, reverse-biased devices, in which the junction fringing electric 

-----------------
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field is stronger than in zero-biased and forward-biased devices, generally 

exhibit greater degradation. However, the worst-case bias during radiation 

exposure depends on the dose rate. 

Another significant factor in the total-dose response is the emitter 

technology. Generally, standard emitter devices exhibit larger excess base 

currents than polysilicon emitter devices. Furthermore, in dielectrically

isolated, implanted -junction transistors, the total-dose dependence of the excess 

base current is superlinear (having a slope greater than one on a log-log plot 

as, for example, in Fig. 3.1). However, the slope of the excess base current 

with total dose is greater for polysilicon emitter devices than for standard 

emitter devices. In addition, double-diffused, junction isolated transistors have 

a sublinear total-dose dependence in the excess base current (having a slope 

less than one on a log-log plot, as in Fig. 3.11). The differences in the slopes 

may be a consequence of the different surface conditions (specifically, different 

ion distributions in the base spacer oxides) of these different technologies. 

The most surprising result is the dose-rate dependence of the total-dose 

response. At dose rates above 100 rad(Si02) and below 10 rad(SiO~, the excess 

base current is nearly independent of dose rate, except that the degradation 

at 100 rad(SiO~/s is less than the degradation at 10 rad(SiOJls by a factor of 

about 5. Between 10 and 100 rad(Si02)/s, the degradation decreases with 

increasing dose rate. Furthermore, the dependence on dose rate is reduced in 

--------- -------
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reverse biased devices. Consequently, reverse bias is the worst-case bias 

during radiation exposure at high dose rates, but zero bias is the worst-case 

bias during radiation exposure at low dose rates. The dose rate effects may be 

due to time-dependent charge-yield effects resulting from time variations in the 

small electric fields in the base spacer oxides. 

Not only does the gain degradation depend on the dose rate and bias, 

but the correlation between x-ray and 6OCO induced gain degradation also 

varies with dose rate and bias during irradiation. In other words, the gain 

degradation also depends on the energy of the ionizing radiation. During high 

dose-rate irradiations of zero-biased devices, 1-MeV gamma rays from 6OCO 

induce greater degradation than lO-ke V x rays by a factor of about 2. At lower 

dose rates, the two sources induce comparable damage. Nevertheless, under 

reverse bias conditions, the x-ray degradation can be worse than the 6OCO 

degradation. The differences may be due to the relative importance of charge

yield effects (greater in 6OCO irradiations) and dose-enhancement effects 

(greater in x-ray irradiations in the presence of high-Z materials such as 

platinum). 

The next significant result that was observed in this work involves the 

post-irradiation annealing response of bipolar transistors. Namely, the 

ionizing-radiation-induced excess base current decreased significantly during 

post-irradiation elevated-temperature annealing, while the excess base current 
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remained relatively constant during room-temperature annealing. Since the 

elevated-temperature annealing response is very strong, and since the excess 

base current depends strongly on the surface recombination-center density, it 

is believed that the midgap-Ievel interface trap density (the surface recombina

tion-center density) annealed at temperatures of lOO·C and above. 

Finally, during irradiation of reverse-biased NPN polysilicon emitter 

transistors, it was observed that the low-level collector current would increase. 

If the bias was switched to zero or forward bias, the collector current would 

return to its pre-irradiation value after subsequent irradiation. This may be 

evidence for damage to the polysilicon-silicon interface. More investigation of 

this phenomenon is required to fully understand the mechanism. 

5.1.2 MODELING 

Based on Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory, an expression for 

the base surface recombination current can be developed. The model for the 

base current depends strongly on an accurate model of the base surface 

potential. However, the effects of the net oxide charge (the sum of the trapped

hole density and the charge density contained in the charged interface traps) 

and the midgap-Ievel interface-trap density (the surface recombination-center 

density) can be separated in the analysis of the post-irradiation excess base 
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current. (The surface-potential dependence ofthe charge in the interface traps 

is neglected.) Specifically, the midgap-Ievel interface trap density directly 

scales the magnitude of the recombination current via the surface recombina

tion velocity. The net oxide charge shifts and spreads the peak of the 

recombination rate and increases the magnitude of the tail into the base 

region, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, for example. Thus, the area under the 

recombination rate curve increases, and the excess base current increases 

proportionally to the area under the curve. The two effects combine 

multiplicatively to lead to a superlinear dependence on total dose. 

Since the effects of the two charge densities can be easily separated, a 

technique for calculating the charge densities can be applied to experimental 

base current data. Using an appropriate model of the base surface potential, 

and knowing the voltage dependence of the excess base current, the surface 

recombination velocity and the net oxide-charge density can be calculated, as 

demonstrated in section 4.4. 

5.2 HARDNESS ASSURANCE 

Based on the observed trends summarized in section 5.1, several recom

mendations can be made regarding hardness assurance and hardness

assurance testing for modern bipolar transistors. 
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5.2.1 POSSIBLE HARDENING ApPROACHES 

Since the excess base current is sensitive to the base surface condition 

(i.e., doping distribution, potential distribution, geometry, electric fields in the 

spacer oxides, and implanted-ion distributions in the base spacer oxides), it 

may be possible to further improve the radiation hardness of bipolar devices 

by additional surface implants. For example, field oxides implanted with 

fluorine have been demonstrated to improve hot-electron and radiation 

hardness [41], [42]. Studies are currently under way on the implantation 

effects in the process technologies that were studied in this work. 

Radiation hardness may also be improved by designing devices with 

minimum emitter P / A ratios or by using minimum P / A devices in circuit 

designs. For example, large circular-emitter designs minimize the emitter P / A 

ratio. The next best possibility would be to use large square emitter designs. 

The worst-case design for radiation hardness, which nevertheless is commonly 

used to increase the current drive capacity of the device, is to fabricate devices 

with several long and narrow emitter fingers. Such devices provide large area, 

but also have very large perimeters, giving a large P / A ratio. 

A third possible hardening approach relies on using appropriate circuit 

design rules. As was noted in chapter one, many circuits are designed to 

operate at collector currents slightly below the peak gain bias condition. 
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However, this is worst-case for total-dose gain degradation since it is the low 

current gain that degrades most severely. Instead, if slightly higher power 

consumption can be tolerated, circuits should be designed to operate slightly 

above the peak gain condition. Then, since the peak gain shifts to higher 

currents during irradiation, the gain at the higher bias condition will not 

degrade so severely. 

5.2.2 HARDNESS-AssURANCE TESTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are made for testing devices to assure 

their radiation hardness. The testing approach will depend directly on the 

expected application of the device. 

Devices intended for military applications, where they may be exposed 

to high-dose-rate irradiations, should be tested at a dose rate above 100 

rad(Si02)/s. At these dose rates, the worst-case bias condition that should be 

used is reverse bias on the base-emitter junction. Care should be taken not to 

reverse bias the device strongly enough to introduce hot-electron effects as 

well. (A reverse bias voltage that is around one-third of the reverse breakdown 

voltage should suffice for most modem devices.) Furthermore, 6OCO should be 

used as the source since gamma rays generate greater degradation than x rays 

at the higher dose rates. However, x rays may be used if a factor of 2 is 
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introduced to simulate the greater degradation of the 6OCO gamma rays. Since 

reverse bias conditions are recommended for the high-dose-rate irradiations, 

both the collector and base current should be monitored, especially for 

polysilicon-emitter devices. For standard emitter devices, the performance 

characteristic that should be monitored will depend on the circuit function of 

the transistor. For example, if gain is the chief circuit performance variable, 

the gain should be monitored. If the input bias current is a crucial factor in 

the circuit performance, only the base current needs to be monitored. In 

polysilicon-emitter devices, the collector current should be monitored to 

determine the post-irradiation power requirements for the device. Finally, the 

characterization should be performed at the circuit (forward) bias level at 

which the device is intended to be used. In other words, if the in-circuit bias 

is expected to be around 0.7 V, for example, then the gain, excess base current, 

and excess collector current should all be measured at VBE = 0.7 V. If the 

device fails at the expected total-dose, it should be rejected. Most devices 

should still be acceptable at total-doses up to 100 or 200 krad(SiO:z}. 

A different testing approach is required if the devices are intended for 

low-dose-rate space applications. In this case, the devices should be tested at 

or below 10 rad(SiO:z}/s under zero-bias conditions. This recommendation is 

based on the dose-rate response of Fig. 3.13. The radiation source can be 

either x rays or 60Co; no correction factor is necessary. However, the lowest 

._-- -------.-
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dose rates can be achieved only with a 6OCO source. Since the devices are zero 

biased. there is no need to monitor the collector current of polysilicon emitter 

devices. However. if polysiiicon emitter devices are expected to be reverse 

biased during operation. they should be tested under reverse bias conditions. 

and the collector current should then also be monitored. The devices should 

be exposed to a minimum total-dose of 100 krad(SiOJ. If the devices are not 

expected to accumulate this much total dose and the test device passes at 100 

krad(SiOJ. then the devices should be acceptable for their intended applica

tion. However. if the devices are expected to accumulate an expected total dose 

greater than 100 krad(SiOJ. the degradation at 100 krad(SiOJ should then be 

multiplied by 1.5-times the ratio of the expected total dose over 100 krad(SiOJ. 

The factor 1.5 provides a safety margin of about 40% based on the superlinear 

total-dose dependence of the gain degradation. Devices that pass this test 

should be suitable for their intended application. 

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 

This work has provided insight into the general trends of the total-dose 

gain degradation of modern bipolar devices. A basic understanding of the roles 

of the net oxide-charge density and the midgap-Ievel interface-trap density has 

been developed. This allows the radiation-induced excess base current to be 

-~-- -~ ~~ - - ----
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analyzed for the contributions from the effects of the net oxide charge and the 

midgap-level interface traps (or surface recombination velocity). The model 

that was developed neglected the surface-potential dependence of the charge 

in the interface traps. Furthermore, the charge yield mechanisms in the 

spacer oxides are not fully understood. Consequently, several phenomena that 

have been observed experimentally and that may be related to the charge yield 

mechanisms are not yet fully understood. These phenomena are the dose-rate 

dependence of the total-dose response and the dose-rate and bias dependence 

of the x-ray to BOCo correlation. Furthermore, the ionizing-radiation response 

of the collector current of reverse-biased, polysilicon -emitter bipolar transistors 

is not fully understood and may be evidence of damage to the polysilicon -silicon 

interface. Each of these areas deserves further study. 

Since charge separation techniques have existed for some years for MOS 

devices [43],[44], one area of future work should be to correlate the charge 

densities measured in bipolar transistors to measurements of the charge 

densities on field oxide MOS structures and gated diodes. The relationship is 

not straightforward because of the fundamental differences in the charges that 

are measured. In MOS structures, the measured charges are the oxide-trapped 

charge density and the interface-trap distribution in the bandgap. In bipolar 

structures, the sum of the oxide-trapped charge and charged interface traps is 

separated from the interface trap density with energy levels near midgap. 

-- ----------
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Furthermore, the model in chapter four for bipolar gain degradation assumes 

a uniform distribution of charge densities. This simplification may not be 

significant for small charge densities where there is a definite peak in the 

recombination rate that samples only the surface recombination centers near 

the base-emitter junction. However, for large charge densities where the 

maximum recombination rate may spread over significantly large portions of 

the base surface, the lateral distribution of the radiation-induced damage 

becomes important. Lateral charge pumping techniques, and simulations of 

the electric field distributions in these bipolar device oxides will aid in the 

understanding of this effect. 

Furthermore, the effects-separation analysis of the bipolar transistor 

total-dose response is limited by the accuracy of the surface potential model. 

It would be preferable to develop an approach that is independent of 

performing 2-D simulations, and that is independent of the specific process. 

Detailed modeling of the surface potential is a future challenge that has 

applications even beyond radiation effects. 

In addition, since the responses of MOS structures are fairly well 

understood, study of the x-ray to GOCo correlations and the dose-rate responses 

of field-oxide MOS devices may provide insight into these phenomena in the 

bipolar transistor. Perhaps detailed temperature and frequency measurements 

----- ----------
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can yield information about the energy distribution and cross section of the 

midgap-Ievel interface traps and the oxide charges. 

Furthermore, the collector current response of reverse-biased polysilicon 

emitter transistors needs further study. The polysilicon-silicon interface needs 

to be carefully characterized before and after irradiation to determine if the 

increased collector current is due to changes at this interface. 

Finally, as more is learned about the mechanisms of bipolar gain 

degradation, hardening techniques need to be implemented and demonstrated. 

In addition, a practical hardness-assurance test procedure needs to be 

developed. Implementation of these hardening techniques and hardness

assurance tests will help make many military and space systems more reliable 

and increase the operational lifetime of systems intended for use in radiation 

environments. 
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ApPENDIX - BASE CURRENT IDEALITY FACTOR 

In section 3.2, it was noted that the base current in a bipolar transistor 

is the sum of an ideal current component and a nonideal current component 

[5]. The nonideal current component can include the bulk recombination 

currents, the space-charge-Iayer recombination currents, and the surface 

recombination currents. In the case of ionizing-radiation-induced damage, the 

nonideal component consists primarily of the excess base current due to the 

enhanced recombination at or near the surface. Thus, the post-irradiation base 

current can be expressed as 

(A.I) 

where Js is the saturation current density, ~F is the pre-irradiation forward 

current gain, JISS is a surface saturation current density (A,lJ.lIll), nss is the ide-

ality factor for the surface current (having a value of one or greater), AE and 

PE are the emitter area and perimeter respectively, and v is the normalized 

applied bias, VEE / V;. 

When bulk and depletion-region recombination currents are dominant, 

the ideality factor, nss, can have a maximum value of 2. This can be seen by 

considering the maximum recombination rate. Eq. (4.3) can be rewritten in 

terms of the Boltzmann relations for the carrier densities as follows 
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2 
R = __ 0 _Vth_N_T_n_i _[ e_xp_(_V)_-_l_l ___ 

ni[exp(u-un) + exp(up -U) + 2] , 
(A. 2) 

where 0" is the effective carrier capture cross section, Vth is the thermal velocity, 

NT is the trap density, ni is the intrinsic carrier density, v is the normalized 

applied bias, u is the normalized midgap potential, and Un and up are the 

normalized electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels. In writing Eq. (A.2), it is 

assumed as in chapter four that the trap energies are at the midgap potential 

and the carrier capture cross sections are equal. 

The recombination rate takes its maximum when U = (un + u) / 2. 

Under these conditions, the non-ideal component of the base current is simply 

proportional to the maximum recombination rate, as follows 

(A. 3) 

where it has also been assumed that exp(v/2)>>l. The constant of proportion ali-

ty, C, is the bulk volume if the bulk recombination current dominates, or it is 

the depletion-region volume if the depletion-region recombination current 

dominates. Eq. (A.3) shows that the nonideality factor, nss, can be as large as 

2 when recombination currents in the depletion region or in the bulk dominate. 

However, as was mentioned in section 3.2, some of the CB transistors 

exhibited values of nss that were greater than two at the highest total doses. 
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It can be shown that in cases where recombination in a surface inversion layer 

dominates, the non-ideality factor may have values as large as 4. This higher 

value of nss is a consequence of the resistive nature of the inversion layer. Due 

to the resistance of the channel, it is necessary to include the voltage drop 

along the channel in the calculation of the current. 

This result can be developed by considering the gated diode of Fig. A.I. 

The channel current may be found as follows [22]. The normalized surface 

potential is denoted by Us and is assumed to depend on the gate voltage only 

for y > O. It is also assumed that the quasi-Fermi level for holes, up, is 

constant. Therefore, the channel drift current is simply the electron current 

defined by the slope in the electron quasi-Fermi level, or 

(A.4) 

where q is the elementary electronic charge, Dn is the electron diffusion 

coefficient, n is the electron density distribution, WI is the channel depth, PE 

is the emitter perimeter, and Un is the electron quasi-Fermi level. 

Now, assuming that the electron concentration is constant along the 

surface, that is 
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Fig. A.I. (a) Cross section of a bipolar device with the base surface 
inverted by a positive applied gate potential. (b) Energy band 
diagram along the surface. Mter [22]. 

----_. - ----------
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(u -u \ n (y) = n = n. e /I ~) = constant 
S S I I 

(A. 5) 

where ns is the surface density of electrons and ni is the intrinsic carrier 

density, then it follows that 

(A. G) 

Furthermore, by definition, up - Un = u, where U is the normalized voltage drop 

along the channel. Consequently, -dUn = duo Therefore, Eq. (AA) can be 

written as 

(A.7) 

Now, if the recombination current in the channel itself is the dominant 

current, then, by the current continuity condition, the change in the drift 

current flowing in the y direction is given by recombination in the channel 

(A.S) 

Substituting Eq. (A.7) into Eq. (A.S) yields, after rearranging terms, the 

following second-order, differential equation for the channel voltage: 

d2~ = aVtbNTniexp(V). 
dy 2nsDn 2 

(A.9) 

It may be verified by substitution that the solution 



dv = 

dy 
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(A.tO) 

satisfies Eq. (A.9). Therefore, the total channel current is given by the current 

entering the channel at y = 0, and so Eq. (A.7) may be rewritten, after 

substitution of Eq. (A.10), to give the total channel current as 

(A. 1 1) 

Therefore, in cases where a surface channel exists, and recombination in the 

surface channel dominates, the ideality factor, nss, can be as large as 4. 

However, the recombination in the surface channel dominates only when 

there is a very large density of bulk recombination centers near the surface. 

Other currents, such as recombination in the space-charge layer under the 

channel, and injection current from the channel into the base are more often 

the dominant current components in the channel. In both cases, the ideality 

factor is again limited to values of 2 or less. 

The case of recombination in the space-charge layer was dealt with 

above. The case of injection across the forward-biased junction can be 

developed in a manner analogous to the case of recombination in the channel 

[45]. This time, the current continuity condition implies that the change in the 

channel drift current is equal to the injected current as given by the diode 

equation. Thus, instead of Eq. (A.S), the current continuity condition gives 

---- ._ ............ . 
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(A.12) 

where Is is the diode saturation current. Now, following exactly the procedure 

of Eq.'s CA.9)-CA.11), it can be shown that in the cases where the injection 

current in the channel is dominant, the ideality factor is 2. 

Therefore, in cases where values of nss are experimentally observed to 

be larger than two, there may be significant recombination in a surface 

channel. However, a surface channel may exist without the values of nss being 

any larger than two due to the depletion region and inj ection current 

components along the channel. Furthermore, due to the many non-ideal 

current components that have ideality factors of two (bulk recombination, 

surface recombination, depletion region recombination, and surface channel 

injection current), it is not possible to distinguish the various components on 

the basis of the ideality factor. 
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